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Abstract
We transform the positive-genus real Gromov-Witten invariants of many real-orientable sym-
plectic threefolds into signed counts of curves. These integer invariants provide lower bounds
for counts of real curves of a given genus that pass through conjugate pairs of constraints.
We conclude with some implications and related conjectures for one- and two-partition Hodge
integrals.
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1 Introduction
Gromov-Witten invariants of a symplectic manifold pX,ωq are counts of J-holomorphic curves
in X; they are usually rational numbers. However, it is well-known that the genus 0 Gromov-
Witten invariants of Fano manifolds are precisely counts of rational curves; this observation is key
to enumerating rational curves in the complex projective space Pn in [11, Section 5] and [19, Sec-
tion 10]. Positive-genus Gromov-Witten invariants of many symplectic threefolds are transformed
into integer counts of J-holomorphic curves in [28] in the process of establishing the “Fano” case of
the Gopakumar-Vafa prediction of [18, Conjecure 2(i)]. In this paper, we obtain a similar result for
the real Gromov-Witten invariants defined in [7]; see Theorem 1.1. The resulting integer invariants
count genus g real curves with certain signs and thus provide lower bounds for the actual counts
of such curves. For example, we find that there are at least 10 genus 2 degree 7 real curves passing
through 7 general pairs of conjugate points in P3 and at least 40 genus 5 degree 8 real curves
passing through 8 general pairs of conjugate points in P3.
A real symplectic manifold is a triple pX,ω, φq consisting of a symplectic manifold pX,ωq and an
anti-symplectic involution φ such that φ˚ω“´ω. A symmetric surface pΣ, σq is a closed connected
oriented, possibly nodal, surface Σ (dimR Σ“ 2) with an orientation-reversing involution σ. The
fixed locus of σ is a disjoint union of circles. A real map
u : pΣ, σq ÝÑ pX,φq
is a smooth map u : ΣÝÑX such that u˝σ“φ˝u. Let Jω be the space of ω-compatible almost
complex structures on X and define
J φω “
 
J PJω : φ˚J“´J
(
.
For g, l P Zě0, B P H2pX;Zq, and J P J φω , we denote by Mg,lpX,B;Jqφ the moduli space of
equivalence classes of stable degree B J-holomorphic real maps from genus g symmetric (possibly
nodal) surfaces with l pairs of conjugate marked points; see [7, Section 1.1]. For each i“ 1, . . . , l,
let
evi : Mg,lpX,B;Jqφ ÝÑ X,
“
u, pz`1 , z´1 q, . . . , pz`l , z´l q
‰ ÝÑ upz`i q,
be the evaluation at the first point in the i-th pair of conjugate points.
Suppose pX,ω, φq is a compact real symplectic threefold. By [7, Theorem 1.3], a real orientation
on pX,ω, φq in the sense of [7, Definition 1.2] determines an orientation on the moduli space
Mg,lpX,B;Jqφ and endows it with a virtual class of dimension
dimR
“
Mg,lpX,B;Jqφ
‰vir “ c1pBq ` 2l, (1.1)
where c1pBq”xc1pTXq, By. If µ1, . . . , µl PH˚pX;Zq, let
GWX,φg,B
`
µ1, . . . , µl
˘ ” B lź
i“1
ev˚i µi,
“
Mg,lpX,B;Jqφ
‰virF
(1.2)
be the corresponding genus g degree B real GW-invariant of pX,ω, φq. By (1.1), this number is zero
unless
lÿ
i“1
dimR µi “ c1pBq ` 2l. (1.3)
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In general, this number is rational and includes contributions from lower-genus curves.
In this paper, we determine the lower-genus contributions to the number (1.2). We find that the
real genus h curves with hăg do not contribute to this number unless g and h have the same parity;
see Propositions 2.2 and 2.3. If hă g and g and h have the same parity, the genus h curves do
contribute to (1.2); see Proposition 2.4. These contributions are closely related to the contributions
from genus h curves to the genus pg`hq{2 GW-invariant in the complex setting computed in [17];
see Theorem 1.1. The integer invariants provided by Theorem 1.1 extract direct lower bounds for
the counts of real curves in X from the real GW-invariants of [7].
If pX,ω, φq is a compact real symplectic threefold, g, lPZě0, B PH2pX;Zq´0, and J PJ φω , let
M˚g,lpX,B;Jqφ ĂMg,lpX,B;Jqφ
denote the subspace consisting of simple real maps from smooth domains; see [14, Section 2.5]. If
fi : Yi ÝÑ X, 1 ď i ď l,
are pseudocycle representatives for the Poincare duals of µ1, . . . , µl, let
Mg,f pX,B;Jqφ “
!`ru, pz`i , z´i qli“1s, pyiqli“1˘ PMg,l`X,B;J˘φˆ lź
i“1
Yi :
upz`i q“fipyiq @ i
)
,
(1.4)
M˚g,f pX,B;Jqφ “Mg,f pX,B;Jqφ X
ˆ
M˚g,lpX,B;Jqφ ˆ
lź
i“1
Yi
˙
.
If M˚g,f pX,B;Jqφ is cut out transversely, we denote its signed cardinality by EX,φg,B pJ, fq.
The expected dimension of Mg,lpX,B;Jqφ is independent of the genus g if the (real) dimension
of X is 6; see (1.1). Thus, one can mix curve counts of different genera passing through the
same constraints. If c1pBqă0, then the moduli space of unmarked maps has a negative expected
dimension and all degree B GW-invariants vanish. This leaves the “Calabi-Yau” case, c1pBq“ 0,
and the “Fano” case, c1pBqą0. For g, hPZě0, define rCXh,BpgqPQ by
8ÿ
g“0
rCXh,Bpgqt2g “ ˆsinhpt{2qt{2 h˙´1`c1pBq{2 . (1.5)
For example,
rCXh,Bp0q“1, rCXh,Bp1q“ 2h´2`c1pBq48 , rCXh,Bp2q“
`
2h´2`c1pBq
˘`
5p2h´2`c1pBqq´4
˘
23040
.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose pX,ω, φq is a compact real-orientable symplectic threefold with a choice of
real orientation, g, l PZě0, B PH2pX;Zq, and µi PH˚pX;Zq for 1ď iď l are such that c1pBq ą 0
and (1.3) is satisfied.
(1) There exists a subset J φregpg,BqĂJ φω of the second category such that for all hďg:
3
‚ the moduli space M˚h,lpX,B;Jqφ consists of regular maps;
‚ for a generic choice of pseudocycle representatives fi : YiÝÑX for µi, M˚h,f pX,B;Jqφ is a
finite set of regular pairs pru, pz`i , z´i qli“1s, pyiqli“1q such that u is an embedding.
(2) The numbers EX,φh,B pf , Jq, with hďg, are independent of the choice of J PJ φregpg,Bq and fi and
can thus be denoted EX,φh,B pµ1, . . . , µlq.
(3) With rCX,φh,B pgq defined by (1.5),
GWX,φg,B
`
µ1, . . . , µl
˘ “ ÿ
0ďhďg
g´hP2Z
rCXh,B` g´h2 ˘EX,φh,B`µ1, . . . , µl˘. (1.6)
With ǫ“0, 1, (1.6) gives
GWX,φǫ,B
`
µ
˘ “ EX,φǫ,B `µ˘, GWX,φ2`ǫ,Bpµq “ EX,φ2`ǫ,B`µ˘` c1pBq´2`2ǫ48 EX,φǫ,B `µ˘,
GWX,φ4`ǫ,B
`
µ
˘ “ EX,φ4`ǫ,B`µ˘` c1pBq`2`2ǫ48 EX,φ2`ǫ,B`µ˘
` pc1pBq´2` 2ǫqp5c1pBq´14 ` 10ǫq
23040
EX,φǫ,B
`
µ
˘
,
(1.7)
where µ“pµ1, . . . , µlq. Different of the g“ 0 case of (1.7) go back to [21, 22, 6, 3]; the g“ 1 case
is [8, Theorem 1.4].
The analogue of Theorem 1.1 in the complex setting is [28, Theorem 1.5]; it establishes the “Fano”
case of Gopakumar-Vafa prediction of [18, Conjecure 2(i)]. The GW- and enumerate invariants are
then related by the formula
GWXg,B
`
µ1, . . . , µl
˘ “ gÿ
h“0
CXh,Bpg´hqEXh,B
`
µ1, . . . , µl
˘
, (1.8)
with the coefficients defined by
8ÿ
g“0
CXh,Bpgqt2g “
ˆ
sinpt{2q
t{2
2˙h´2`c1pBq
.
The relation (1.8) is also invertible and determines the complex enumerative invariants from the
GW-invariants.
The standard conjugation on P3 is given by
τ4 : P
3 ÝÑ P3, rZ1, . . . , Z4s ÞÑ rZ¯1, . . . , Z¯4s.
Let ℓ PH2pP3;Zq denote the homology class of a line. By [8, Theorem 1.6] and (1.6), EP
3,τ4
g,dℓ “ 0
if d´g P 2Z. In general, the genus g real GW-invariants with conjugate pairs of constraints can
be computed using the virtual equivariant localization theorem of [10]; see [9, Section 4.2]. The
standard complex structure JP3 is regular in the sense of Theorem 1.1 and [28, Theorem 1.5] if
4
dě 2g´1; it may be regular for some smaller degrees as well. Thus, Theorem 1.1 provides lower
bounds for the number of positive-genus real curves in P3. Tables 1 and 2 show some complex and
real GW- and enumerative invariants of P3; the complex numbers are obtained from [5] and (1.8).
The numbers in the two tables are consistent with each other as well as with the Castelnuovo
bounds.
The first claim of Theorem 1.1 is standard; see the beginning of Section 2. The second claim follows
immediately from (1.6) and rCXh,Bp0q“1 for all hPZ`. Thus, the key part of Theorem 1.1 is the last
one. Its analogue in the complex setting, i.e. the last part of [28, Theorem 1.5], is deduced from
‚ [28, Theorem 1.2], which compares the GW-invariants of a manifold with the GW-invariants of
a submanifold which contains all relevant curves, and
‚ [17, Theorem 3], which integrates the Euler classes of the relevant obstruction bundles over the
moduli spaces of stable maps into smooth curves.
It should be fairly straightforward to establish the analogue of [28, Theorem 1.2] in the real setting
using the approach of [28]. It does not appear so straightforward to establish the real analogue of
[17, Theorem 3] using the approach of [17] though, as the topology of the Deligne-Mumford moduli
spaces is less well understood.
We instead adapt a direct approach to the last part of Theorem 1.1 and determine the contribu-
tion of every (usually non-compact) stratum of the moduli space of the constrained maps to the
number (1.2). We show that only the simplest possible boundary strata in fact contribute. The
contributions of these boundary strata are given by the number of zeros of affine bundle maps from
the associated virtual normal bundles to the obstruction bundles. In the process, we establish the
real analogue of [17, Theorem 3], but using a different approach (as far as the applications of Hodge
integrals go).
Propositions 2.2-2.4 in the next section decompose (1.2) into contributions from individual strata
of the moduli space (1.4). We deduce (1.6) from these propositions and [17, (1)] at the end of Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3, we describe the contribution of each curve C of genus hăg to (1.2) in terms
of the deformation-obstruction complex for each stratum of (1.4) associated with C; see Proposi-
tion 3.1. We obtain Propositions 2.2-2.4 from Proposition 3.1 in Section 4 and establish the latter
in Section 5. In Section 6.2, we compute low-degree real GW-invariants of pP3, τ4q by equivariant
localization. As a corollary of Theorem 1.1 and these computations, we obtain closed formulas for
one- and two-partition Hodge integrals and formulate related conjectures; see Proposition 6.5 and
Conjectures 6.6 and 6.7.
We would like to thank J. Bryan, R. Cavalieri, C.-C. Liu, and A. Oblomkov for discussions on
Hodge integrals. The second author is grateful to MPIM for its hospitality while this project was
being completed.
2 Overview of the proof
Let pX,ω, φq be a compact real-orientable symplectic threefold and J PJ φω . If pΣ, σq is a symmetric
surface, j is a complex structure on Σ such that σ˚j“´j, and u : pΣ, σqÝÑpX,φq is a real map, we
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d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
GW0,d 1 0 1 4 105 2576 122129 7397760
GW1,d ´ 112 0 ´ 512 ´43 ´1474 14963 112113112 14028960
GW2,d
1
360
0 1
12
´ 1
180
´49
8
´7427
5
´4905131
45
´7022780
GW3,d ´ 120160 0 ´ 434032 1031080 47364 206873270 2833051138640 ´11008948763
GW4,d
1
1814400
0 713
725760
´ 26813
907200
´833
320
´12355247
56700
´1332337
34560
117632950
63
E0,d 1 0 1 4 105 2576 122129 7397760
E1,d 0 0 0 1 42 2860 225734 23276160
E2,d 0 0 0 0 0 312 83790 18309660
E3,d 0 0 0 0 0 11 10800 6072960
E4,d 0 0 0 0 0 0 605 980100
Table 1: Complex GW- and enumerative invariants of P3 with point constraints
d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
GWφ0,d 1 0 ´1 0 5 0 ´85 0
GWφ1,d 0 0 0 ´1 0 ´4 0 ´1000
GWφ2,d
1
24
0 ´ 5
24
0 15
8
0 ´1345
24
0
GWφ3,d 0 0 0 ´13 0 ´3 0 ´28403
GWφ4,d
1
1920
0 ´ 23
1152
0 43
128
0 ´2475
128
0
GWφ5,d 0 0 0 ´ 19360 0 ´1615 0 ´14003
Eφ0,d 1 0 ´1 0 5 0 ´85 0
Eφ1,d 0 0 0 ´1 0 ´4 0 ´1000
Eφ2,d 0 0 0 0 0 0 ´10 0
Eφ3,d 0 0 0 0 0 ´1 0 ´280
Eφ4,d 0 0 0 0 0 0 ´1 0
Eφ5,d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ´40
Table 2: Real GW- and enumerative invariants of pP3, τ4q with conjugate pairs of point constraints
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define
Γpuqφ,σ ”  ξPΓpΣ;u˚TXq : dφ˝ξ “ ξ˝σ(,
Γ0,1puqφ,σ ”  ηPΓ`Σ; pT ˚Σ, jq0,1bCu˚TX˘ : dφ˝η “ η˝dσ(.
If in addition u is pJ, jq-holomorphic, let
Dφu : Γpuqφ,σ ÝÑ Γ0,1puqφ,σ (2.1)
be the linearization of the real B¯J -operator at u.
We take the subset J φregpg,Bq to consist of J in J φω so that Dφu is surjective for every simple real
J-holomorphic map u from a genus h symmetric surface pΣ, σq such that
h ď g and @ω, u˚rΣsD ď @ω,BD.
By the proof of [14, Theorem 3.1.5], J φregpg,Bq is of the second category in J φω .
Let g, B, and µ1, . . . , µl be as in Theorem 1.1, and J PJ φregpg,Bq. With f ”pf1, . . . , flq as before,
define
M
φ
h,f pB;Jq ”
 
Imu :
`ru, pz`i , z´i qli“1s, pyiqli“1˘PM˚h,f pX,B;Jqφ(. (2.2)
If f is chosen generically, then M˚h,f pX,B;Jqφ is cut out transversely and is a finite set for all hďg
by [28, Proposition 3.2]; see also [28, Section 1.2]. Furthermore, the collections (2.2) with hď g
consist of smooth disjoint curves meeting the pseudocycles fi at distinct non-real points. Under
these assumptions, we denote by sgnpuq the sign of
rus ” `ru, pz`i , z´i qli“1s, pyiqli“1˘ PM˚h,f pX,B;Jqφ (2.3)
and define sgnf pImuq“sgnpuq.
Under the assumptions of the previous paragraph,
Mg,f pX,B;Jqφ “
gğ
h“0
ğ
CPMφ
h,f
pB;Jq
Mg,f pCqφ, where Mg,f pCqφ ”Mg,f pC, rCs;Jqφ.
The domain pΣu, σuq of an element rus ofMg,f pCqφ has a unique smooth irreducible component Σu;0,
called the center component, so that u0”u|Σu;0 is non-constant. Each of the remaining components,
called bubble components, has at most one node in common with Σu;0 because the elements of (2.2)
are smooth curves in X. We denote by Tu ” ptu,muq the pair consisting of the topological type
of the real symmetric surface pΣu, σuq and by mu the assignment of l conjugate pairs of marked
points to the irreducible components of Σu.
For each pair T ”pt,mq consisting of a topological type of genus g symmetric surfaces pΣ, σq and
an assignment of l conjugate pairs of marked points to the irreducible components of Σ, let
MT ,f pCqφ ”
 rusPMg,f pCqφ : Tu “ T (. (2.4)
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The subspaces MT ,f pCqφ then partition Mg,f pCqφ into smooth, but generally non-compact, strata.
We denote by Tg,lpCqφ the collection of all pairs T ”pt,mq for which the space (2.4) is non-empty.
We will call a topological type t as above basic if it describes nodal symmetric surfaces consisting of
smooth bubble components attached directly to the center component. For any topological type t,
let m0ptq be the distribution that assigns all marked points to the center component. We denote
by T ˚g,lpCqφĂTg,lpCqφ the set of all tuples T “
`
t,m0ptq
˘
such that t is basic.
Given J PJ φregpg,Bq, let Aφg,lpJq be the set of φ-invariant B¯J -admissible perturbations ν of B¯J , as
in [6, Section 1] and [9, Section 3.1]. For ν PAφg,lpJq, we denote by M˚g,lpX,B;J, νqφ the moduli
space of equivalence classes of simple degree B pJ, νq-holomorphic real maps from smooth genus g
symmetric surfaces with l pairs of conjugate marked points. Let
M˚g,f pX,B;J, νqφ“
!`ru, pz`i , z´i qli“1s, pyiqli“1˘ P M˚g,l`X,B;J, ν˘φˆ lź
i“1
Yi :
upz`i q“fipyiq @ i
)
.
(2.5)
If f and ν are generic, this is a compact 0-dimensional manifold. A real orientation on pX,ω, φq
determines a sign for each element of (2.5). The signed cardinality |˘M˚g,f pX,B;J, νqφ| of (2.5)
is the number (1.2). We establish Theorem 1.1 by splitting (2.5) into contributions from the
strata MT ,f pCqφ of Mg,f pX,B;Jqφ as described by Definition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 below.
Let Xg,lpX,Bqφ be the configuration space of equivalence classes of stable degree B real maps from
genus g symmetric (possibly nodal) surfaces with l pairs of conjugate marked points. This space
is topologized as in [12, Section 3]. Define
Xg,f pX,Bqφ “
!`ru, pz`i , z´i qli“1s, pyiqli“1˘ P Xg,l`X,B˘φˆ lź
i“1
Yi : upz`i q“fipyiq @ i
)
.
Definition 2.1 ([13, Definition 2.4]). Let pX,ω, φq, B, g, l, and f be as in Theorem 1.1 and
J PJ φregpg,Bq. A subset Z ĂMg,f pX,B;Jqφ is B¯J -regular if there exist Cntrφf pZq PQ and a dense
open subset AφZpJqĂAφg,lpJq with the following property. For every ν PAφZpJq, there exist
(a) a compact subset KνĂZ,
(b) an open neighborhood UνpKqĂXg,f pX,Bqφ of each compact subset KĂZ, and
(c) ǫνpUqPR` for each open subset U of Xg,f pX,Bqφ
such that
˘
ˇˇ
M˚g,f pX,B;J, tνqφ X U
ˇˇ “ Cntrφ
f
pZq if tP`0, ǫνpUq˘, KνĂKĂUĂUνpKq.
If ZĂMg,f pX,B;Jqφ is B¯J -regular, the corresponding number Cntrφf pZq is the B¯J -contribution of Z
to (1.2).
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Proposition 2.2. Let pX,ω, φq, B, g, l, and f be as in Theorem 1.1, J PJ φregpg,Bq, and C be an
element ofMφh,f pB;Jq. For each T PTg,lpCqφ, MT ,f pCqφ is a B¯J -regular subspace of Mg,f pX,B;Jqφ.
Furthermore, Cntrφ
f
pMT ,f pCqφq“0 if T RT ˚g,lpCqφ.
The implication of Proposition 2.2 is that
GWX,φg,B
`
µ1, . . . , µl
˘ “ gÿ
h“0
ÿ
CPMφ
h,f
pB;Jq
ÿ
T PTg,lpCqφ
Cntrφ
f
`
MT ,f pCqφ
˘
“
gÿ
h“0
ÿ
CPMφ
h,f
pB;Jq
ÿ
T PT ˚
g,l
pCqφ
Cntrφ
f
`
MT ,f pCqφ
˘
.
(2.6)
It thus remains to reduce the last expression in (2.6) to the right-hand side of (1.6).
For a tuple I”pg1, . . . , gmq of positive integers, let
ℓpIq ” m, |I| ” g1`. . .`gm .
For I“pg1, . . . , gmq and I 1“pg11, . . . , g1m1q, denote by tI,I 1pCq the topological type of nodal symmetric
surfaces consisting of the symmetric surface pC, φq as the center component,
‚ m pairs of smooth surfaces of genera g1, . . . , gm (the same genus in each pair) attached at
conjugate points of C, and
‚ m1 smooth symmetric surfaces attached at real points of C.
The set T ˚g,lpCqφ then consists of the pairs
TI,I 1 ”
´
tI,I 1pCq,m0
`
tI,I 1pCq
˘¯
such that 2|I|`|I 1|“g´h, where h is the genus of C.
Proposition 2.3. Let pX,ω, φq, B, g, l, f , J , and C be as in Proposition 2.2. If I PpZ`qm and
I 1 PpZ`qm1 are such that 2|I|`|I 1|“g´h and m1ą0, then Cntrφ
f
pMTI,I1 ,f pCqφq“0.
For each I “ pg1, . . . , gmq, let TI ” TI,p q and denote by AutpIq Ă Sm the stabilizer of I. For each
g1 PZ`, let
Ppg1q “  pg1, . . . , gmqPpZ`qm : g1`. . .`gm“g1, mPZě0(.
By (2.6) and Proposition 2.3,
GWX,φg,B
`
µ1, . . . , µl
˘ “ ÿ
0ďhďg
g´hP2Z
ÿ
CPMφ
h,f
pB;Jq
ÿ
IPPppg´hq{2q
|AutpIq|
ℓpIq! Cntr
φ
f
`
MTI ,f pCqφ
˘
.
(2.7)
The last contribution is described Proposition 2.4 below.
For g1 PZ`, we denote by Mg1,1 the Deligne-Mumford moduli space of stable genus g1 one-marked
curves. Let
E, L ÝÑMg1,1 (2.8)
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be the Hodge vector bundle of harmonic differentials and the universal tangent line bundle at the
marked point, respectively. Let λk“ckpEq, ψ“c1pL˚q, and
πg1 , πC : Mg1,1ˆC ÝÑMg1,1, C (2.9)
be the component projection maps. Let
αg1 “
ż
Mg1,1
λg1´1λg1ˆ
g1´1ÿ
r“0
p´1qrλrψg1´1´r
˙
.
For each gc PZě0, define
pCXh,Bpgcq “ ÿ
pg1,...,gmqPPpgcq
p2´2h´c1pBqqm
2mm!
mź
i“1
`p´1qgiαgi˘ . (2.10)
Proposition 2.4. Let pX,ω, φq, B, g, l, f , J , and C be as in Proposition 2.2. For each element
I”pg1, . . . , gmq of Pppg´hq{2q,
Cntrφ
f
`
MTI ,f pCqφ
˘
“ sgnf pCq
2m|AutpIq|
mź
i“1
p˜´1qgi
ż
Mgi,1ˆC
c2gi
`
π˚giE
˚bπ˚CNXC
˘ˆ gi´1ÿ
r“0
p´1qrλrψgi´1´r
˙¸
,
where NXC is the normal bundle of C in X.
We now proceed as at the end of [17, Section 2.3]. Since λ2g1“0 by [15, (5.3)],
c2g1
`
π˚g1E
˚bπ˚CNXC
˘ “ ´π˚g1`λg1´1λg1˘ ¨ π˚C c1pNXCq. (2.11)
Since ż
C
c1pNXCq “ c1pBq ´ p2´2hq, (2.12)
Proposition 2.4 thus gives
Cntrφ
f
`
MTI ,f pCqφ
˘ “ sgnf pCqp2´2h´c1pBqqm2m|AutpIq|
mź
i“1
`p´1qgiαgi˘ .
Combining this with (2.7) and (2.10), we obtain
GWX,φg,B
`
µ1, . . . , µl
˘ “ ÿ
0ďhďg
g´hP2Z
ÿ
CPMφ
h,f
pB;Jq
pCXh,B` g´h2 ˘sgnf pCq “ ÿ
0ďhďg
g´hP2Z
pCXh,B` g´h2 ˘EX,φh,B pf , Jq .
We show below that pCXh,Bpgq satisfies (1.5). This implies (1.6) and thus establishes Theorem 1.1.
By the g“0 case of [17, (26)] and [17, (1)],
exp
ˆ 8ÿ
g1“1
αg1t
2g1
˙
“
ˆ
sinpt{2q
t{2
˙´1
.
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Thus, by (2.10),
8ÿ
gc“0
pCXh,Bpgcqt2gc “ exp ˆ` 1´h´c1pBq{2˘ 8ÿ
g1“1
αg1pitq2g1
˙
“
ˆ
sinpit{2q
it{2
h˙´1`c1pBq{2
“
ˆ
sinhpt{2q
t{2
h˙´1`c1pBq{2
.
Thus, pCXh,Bpgcq“ rCXh,Bpgcq.
3 Stratawise contributions
Proposition 3.1 below relates the contribution of each stratum MT ,f pCqφ in Proposition 2.2 to
the zeros of a bundle map from the space rFT σ of smoothing parameters to the obstruction bun-
dle Obsφ
T
. For the purposes of Proposition 3.1, we describe the structure of MT ,f pCqφ in detail in
terms of graphs.
3.1 Rooted decorated graphs
A graph pVer,Edgq is pair consisting of a finite set Ver of vertices and an element
Edg P SymmpSym2Verq
for some mPZě0. We will view Edg as a collection of two-element subsets of Ver, called edges, but
some of these subsets may contain the same element of Ver twice and Edg may contain several copies
of the same two-element subset. Hereafter we use w and e to denote vertices and edges, respectively.
An S-marked decorated graph or simply decorated graph
T “ `Ver,Edg, S, g,m˘ (3.1)
consists of a graph pVer,Edgq, a finite set S, and maps
g : Ver ÝÑ Zě0 and m : S ÝÑ Ver.
We define the arithmetic genus gapT q of T as in (3.1) by
gapT q “ pa `
ÿ
wPVer
gpwq,
where pa is the arithmetic genus of the graph pVer,Edgq. For each wPVer, let
valwpT q “ 2gpwq `
ˇˇ
m´1pwqˇˇ` ˇˇtePEdg: wPe(ˇˇ,
with each e“ pw,wq counted twice above. A decorated graph T as in (3.1) is called trivalent if
valwpT qě3 for every wPVer.
A decorated subgraph of a decorated graph T as in (3.1) is a decorated graph
T 1“pVer1,Edg1, S1, g1,m1q (3.2)
such that Ver1ĂVer and
11
‚ Edg1ĂEdg is the subcollection of the edges with both vertices in Ver1,
‚ S1 is the disjoint union of m´1pVer1q and the subcollection Edg1‚ Ă Edg of the edges with one
vertex in Ver1 and the other in Ver´Ver1,
‚ g1 “ g|Ver1 ,
‚ m1|m´1pVer1q “ m|m´1pVer1q and m1peq“w if ePEdg1‚ and eXVer1“twu.
Thus, we choose the vertices Ver1 Ă Ver to be contained in T 1 and then cut the edges starting
in Ver1, but ending in Ver´Ver1, in half and thus convert them to marked points. We define the
complement of a decorated subgraph T 1 as in (3.2) to be the decorated subgraph
pT 1qc “ pVer1c,Edg1c, S1c, g1c,m1cq (3.3)
of T with Ver1c“Ver´Ver1.
An involution σ on a decorated graph T as in (3.1) is an automorphism of the graph pVer,Edgq
and the set S such that
σ ˝ σ “ id, g ˝ σ “ g, σ ˝m “ m ˝ σ. (3.4)
In such a case, let VσRpT qĂVer and EσRpT qĂEdg be the subsets consisting of the fixed points of σ
and
VσCpT q ” Ver´VσRpT q, EσCpT q ” Edg´EσRpT q.
A rooted decorated graph
T “ `Ver,Edg, S, g,m;σ,w0˘ (3.5)
is a connected decorated graph with an involution σ and a special vertex w0PVer, called the root,
such that σpw0q“w0 and
‚ there are no loops in pVer,Edgq passing through w0 (i.e. removing any edge containing w0
disconnects this graph), and
‚ valwpT qě3 for all wPVer´tw0u;
see Figure 1. In such a case, let E0pT qĂEdg be the subset of edges containing the root w0 and
Eσ0;CpT q “ E0pT q X EσCpT q, Eσ0;RpT q “ E0pT q X EσRpT q .
Since E0pT q is preserved by the action of σ, so is Eσ0;CpT q.
A rooted decorated subgraph of a rooted decorated graph T as in (3.5) is a rooted decorated graph
T 1 “ `Ver1,Edg1, S1, g1,m1;σ1,w0˘ (3.6)
such that pVer1,Edg1, S1, g1,m1q is a decorated subgraph of pVer,Edg, S, g,mq and
σ1 “ σ|Ver1\Edg1\S1.
The complement pT 1qc of a rooted decorated subgraph T 1 as in (3.6) is the complement of the dec-
orated graph pVer1,Edg1, S1, g1,m1q in pVer,Edg, S, g,mq. This is a decorated subgraph preserved
12
σ0 0
2
0
0
1 1
1 1
1`
1´
2`
2´
3`
3´
: the root vertex
: the center
: the fixed locus
Figure 1: A rooted decorated graph representing an element T of T7,3pCqφ
by σ.
We define the center of a rooted decorated graph T as in (3.5) to be the maximal rooted decorated
subgraph
T 0 ” `Ver0,Edg0, S0, g0,m0;σ0,w0˘ (3.7)
such that
gapT q “ gpw0q ` ga
`pT 0qc˘. (3.8)
The assumption that no loop in pVer,Edgq contains w0 implies that each rooted decorated graph
has a well-defined center. The complement of the one-vertex decorated subgraph
T0 ”
`tw0u,H, S0, g0, tS0Ñw0u;σ0,w0˘ (3.9)
of T 0 containing w0 consists of connected decorated subgraphs T
1
0;e of T
0 indexed by the edges
e in E0pT q. If e is in E0pT qXS0, we define T 10;e “H. The assumption that valwpT q ě 3 for all
wPVer´tw0u and (3.8) imply that each T 10;e is a trivalent graph and gpT 10;eq“0. For each ePE0pT q,
let
T σ0;e “
`
Verσ0;e,Edg
σ
0;e, S
σ
0;e, g
σ
0;e,m
σ
0;e
˘
(3.10)
be the decorated subgraph determined by Verσ0;e“VerpT 10;eqYσpVerpT 10;eqq.
Let T be a rooted decorated graph as in (3.5), T 0 be its center as in (3.7), and
T c ” `Verc,Edgc, Sc, gc,mc˘ “ `pVer0qc, pEdg0qc, pS0qc, pg0qc, pm0qc˘ ” pT 0qc (3.11)
be its complement. Let
E‚pT q ” Edg´
`
Edg0\Edgc˘, Eσ‚;CpT q ” E‚pT qX EσCpT q, Eσ‚;RpT q ” E‚pT qX EσRpT q
be the edges separating the center T 0 of T from its complement T c. Thus,
Edg “ Edg0 \ E‚pT q \ Edgc. (3.12)
The decorated subgraph T c is the disjoint union of the connected decorated subgraphs T 1‚;e indexed
by the edges ePE‚pT q. The assumption that valwpT qě3 for all wPVer´w0 implies that each T 1‚;e
is a trivalent graph. For each ePE‚pT q, let
T σ‚;e“
`
Verσ‚;e,Edg
σ
‚;e, S
σ
‚;e, g
σ
‚;e,m
σ
‚;e
˘
(3.13)
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be the decorated subgraph determined by Verσ‚;e“VerpT 1‚;eqYVerpσpT 1‚;eqq. Define
x¨y : E‚pT q ÝÑ E0pT q by e P Sσ0;xeyYtxeyu @ ePE‚pT q ,
Aut‚pT q“
 
gPAutpT q : g ¨e“e @ePE‚pT q
(
, Aut˚pT q“AutpT qLAut‚pT q . (3.14)
3.2 The strata of Mg,fpCq
φ
We recall the notion of a nodal g0-doublet introduced in [9]. It is a two-component nodal symmetric
surface pΣ, σq of the form
Σ ” Σ1\Σ2 ” t1uˆΣ0 \ t2uˆΣ0, σpi, zq “
`
3´i, z˘ @ pi, zqPΣ, (3.15)
where Σ0 is a connected oriented, possibly nodal, genus g0 surface and Σ0 denotes Σ0 with the op-
posite orientation. The arithmetic genus of a g0-doublet is 2g0´ 1. The components of Σ are ordered.
If S1 and S2 are finite sets with a fixed bijection σS between them, letM
‚
2g0´1,pS1\S2,σSq denote the
moduli space of stable nodal g0-doublets with the first component carrying the S1-marked points
and with the marked points interchanged by the involution σS . Similarly, if S is a finite set with an
involution σS and gPZě0 is such that 2g`|S|ě3, we denote by RMg,pS,σSq the Deligne-Mumford
space of real genus g curves with marked points indexed by S and their type (real vs. conjugate)
characterized by σS . Let
Li, E ÝÑ M‚2g0´1,pS1\S2,σSq, RMg,pS,σSq (3.16)
be the universal tangent line bundle for the i-th marked point for each iPS1\S2, S and the Hodge
vector bundles of holomorphic differentials, respectively.
For each ePEσ0;CpT q,Eσ‚;CpT q, we denote by
MT ,σ;e ĂM‚gapT σ0;eq,pSσ0;e,σq,M
‚
gapT σ‚;eq,pS
σ
‚;e,σq
the open stratum consisting of the symmetric surfaces pΣ, σq with σ-compatible complex structure
whose dual graph is T σ0;e or T
σ
‚;e with involution σ. For each ePEσ0;RpT q,Eσ‚;RpT q, let
MT ,σ;e Ă RMgapT σ0;eq,pSσ0;e,σq,RMgapT σ‚;eq,pSσ‚;e,σq
be the analogous open stratum. If ePE0pT q and T σ0;e“H, we defineMT ,σ;e to consist of one point.
We now return to the setting of Proposition 2.2. If f is generic, the smooth embedded real curve C
in pX,φq intersects the images of f1, . . . , fl at distinct non-real points
z`1 pCq ” C X f1pY1q, . . . , z`l pCq ” C X flpYlq.
Let z´i pCq“φpz`i pCqq. The dual graph of an element rus of MT ,f pCqφ is a rooted decorated graph
which is completely determined by the pair T “ pt,mq. The center T 0 of T corresponds to the
maximal connected union Σ0u of the irreducible components of the domain Σu of each element
of MT ,f pCqφ such that Σ0u contains the center component Σu;0. The topological components of
the complement of Σu;0 in Σ
0
u are the trees
pΣ0u;e of spheres corresponding to the graphs T 10;e with
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ePE0pT q´S0; we define pΣ0u;e“H if ePE0pT qXS0. The topological components of the complement
of Σ0u in Σ are the unions
pΣcu;e of the irreducible components of Σu corresponding to the graphs
T 1‚;e with ePE‚pT q; the sum of their arithmetic genera is g´h. For now on, we will not distinguish
a pair T “pt,mq from the associated rooted decorated graph.
For each ePE0pT q, let SepT qĂS be the subset of the marked points of T carried by the connected
component of the graph obtained by cutting T at the edge e which does not contain w0. If
T PTg,lpCqφ is as in (3.5), then
S “  1`, 1´, . . . , l`, l´(, gapT q “ g, gpw0q “ h, (3.17)ˇˇ
SepT q
ˇˇ ď 1 @ ePEσ0;CpT q, SepT q “ H @ ePEσ0;RpT q; (3.18)
the last two properties hold because the points z`1 pCq, . . . , z`l pCq are non-real and distinct. Define
C˚T ”
 pzeqePE0pT qPCE0pT q : ze‰ze1 if e‰e1, ze“z˘i pCq if SepT q“ti˘u( Ă CE0pT q.
The involution σ of T acts on C˚T by`
σpzq˘
e
“ φpzσpeqq @ z“pzeqePE0pT q . (3.19)
We denote by C˚,σ
T
ĂC˚T the fixed locus.
By (3.18), we can choose Eσ0;`pT qĂEσ0;CpT q such that
Eσ0;CpT q “ Eσ0;`pT q \ σ
`
Eσ0;`pT q
˘
and SepT qXt1´, . . . , l´u “ H @ ePEσ0;`pT q.
We then choose Eσ‚;`pT qĂEσ‚;CpT q such that
Eσ‚;CpT q “ Eσ‚;`pT q \ σ
`
Eσ‚;`pT q
˘
and xey P Eσ0;`pT q Y Eσ0;RpT q @ ePEσ‚;`pT q .
Let
Eσ0;ěpT q ” Eσ0;`pT q \ Eσ0;RpT q, Eσ‚;ěpT q ” Eσ‚;`pT q \ Eσ‚;RpT q .
We take ĂMT ,f pCqφ “ ź
ePEσ0;ěpT q\E
σ
‚;ěpT q
MT ,σ;e ˆ C˚,σT . (3.20)
The actions of the group Aut˚pT q on E0pT q and E‚pT q and the possible changes in the subsets
Eσ0;`pT q Ă Eσ0;CpT q and Eσ‚;`pT q Ă Eσ‚;CpT q
induce an action of a group ĄAut˚pT q on (3.20). The natural node-identifying immersion
ιT ,f : ĂMT ,f pCqφ ÝÑMT ,f pCqφ (3.21)
is ĄAut˚pT q-invariant.
For each ePEσ0;ěpT q,Eσ‚;ěpT q and ePEσ0 pT q, denote by
πT ;e : ĂMT ,f pCqφ ÝÑMT ,σ;e and πC;e : ĂMT ,f pCqφ ÝÑ C
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the corresponding projection maps. For ePσpEσ0;`pT qq, σpEσ‚;`pT qq, let
πT ;e“πT ;σpeq : ĂMT ,f pCqφ ÝÑMT ,σ;σpeq.
For each ePEσ‚;CpT q, let
Ee ÝÑĂMT ,f pCqφ (3.22)
be the subbundle of π˚T ;eE consisting of the holomorphic differentials supported on
pΣcu;e. For each
ePEσ‚;RpT q, let
Ee“π˚T ;eE ÝÑĂMT ,f pCqφ . (3.23)
The involution σ lifts to an R-linear isomorphism
rσe : E˚e ÝÑ E˚σpeq,  rσepηq(pκq “ ηpcC˝κ˝dσq P C @ ηPE˚e , κPEσpeq,
where cC : CÝÑC is the standard conjugation. Let
ObsT ”
à
ePE‚pT q
E˚ebπ˚C;xeyTX ÝÑĂMT ,f pCqφ . (3.24)
The involution φ acts on ObsT by
φ
`
ηebYe
˘ “ `rσepηeq˘b`dzxeyφpYeq˘PE˚σpeqbπ˚C;σxeyTX @ ePE‚pT q, ηePE˚e , YePπ˚C;xeyTX.
In other words, 
φpηq(`pκeqePE‚pT q˘ “ `dzσpxeyqφ`ηpcC˝κe˝dσq˘˘ePE‚pT q @ ηPObsT , κePEe, ePE‚pT q.
We take the obstruction bundle
ObsφT Ă ObsT ÝÑĂMT ,f pCqφ (3.25)
to be the fixed locus under this action.
Let ruPĂMT ,f pCqφ with u“ ιT ,f pruq as in (2.3). For each ePE‚pT q, u is constant on the support of
the elements of Ee|ru (which is contained in pΣcu;e) and sends it to πC;xeypruqPC. Thus, we can define
Θru : Γ`Σ;T ˚Σ0,1u bu˚pTX, Jq˘ ÝÑ ObsT ˇˇru by 
Θrupηq(`pκeqePE‚pT q˘ “ ˆ i2π
ż
pΣcu;eκe η^˙ ePE‚pT q @ κePEe|ru, ePE‚pT q .
(3.26)
If η is pφ, σuq-invariant, then ΘrupηqPObsφT |ru. A Ruan-Tian deformation ν for maps from genus g
curves with 2l markings into pX,Jq as in [4, Section 2] determines elements
νru P Γ`Σ;T ˚Σ0,1u bu˚pTX, Jq˘ and νT pruq ” Θrupνruq P ObsT ˇˇru.
If ν PAφg,lpJq, then νT takes values in ObsφT . The homomorphism νÝÑ νT surjects onto the sub-
space of ĄAut˚pT q-invariant sections.
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For each edge e“ pw1, w2q in Edg, we denote by rLe the tensor product of the two complex line
bundles corresponding to the tangent spaces of the irreducible components Σu;w1 and Σu;w2 of Σu
at the node e. Let
π rFT : rFT “ ´ à
ePEdg
rLe¯MAut‚pT q ÝÑĂMT ,f pCqφ. (3.27)
We fix an ĄAut˚pT q-invariant and involution-invariant metric on rFT and for each δPR define
rFTδ “  υP rFT : |υ|ăδ(.
The involution σ acts on rFT by`
σ
`pυe1qe1PEdg˘˘e “ dσpυσpeqq @ ePEdg .
We denote the corresponding fixed locus by rFT σ.
If T “pt,mq with t basic, then Edg“E‚pT q andrFT “ à
ePE‚pT q
π˚T ;eLebπ˚C;xeyTC .
Define
DT : rFT ÝÑ ObsT ,  DT `pυebυxeyqePE‚pT q˘(`pκeqePE‚pT q˘ “ `κepυeqυxey˘ePE‚pT q, (3.28)
with κe PEe. The homomorphism DT restricts to a homomorphism
D
φ
T
: rFT σ ÝÑ Obsφ
T
between the fixed loci of the two bundles.
The bundles rFT σ and Obsφ
T
form a deformation-obstruction complex for Mg,f pX,B;Jqφ over
MT ,f pCqφ. The choice of real orientation on pX,ω, φq orients this moduli space and thus the total
space of the vector bundle
π˚rFT σObsφT ÝÑ rFT σ , (3.29)
where π rFT σ : rFT σ ÝÑĂMT ,f pCqφ is the bundle projection map. Since the dimension of the total
space of rFT σ and the rank of Obsφ
T
are the same, every transverse zero of a section Ψ of (3.29)
thus has a well defined sign. The next structural proposition will be proved in Section 5.
Proposition 3.1. Let pX,ω, φq, B, g, l, and f be as in Theorem 1.1, J PJ φregpg,Bq, C be an element
of Mφh,f pB;Jq, ν PAφg,lpJq, T ”pt,mqPTg,lpCqφ, and KĂMT ,f pCqφ be a precompact open subset.
(1) If t is not basic and ν is generic, there exist δνpKqPR` and an open neighborhood UνpKq of K
in Xg,f pX,Bqφ such that
Mg,f pX,B;J, tνqφ X UνpKq “ H @ t P
`´δνpKq, δνpKq˘. (3.30)
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(2) If t is basic, there exist δνpKqPR`, a family
Uν;δpKq Ă Xg;f pX,Bqφ, δP
`
0, δνpKq
˘
,
of neighborhoods of K, continuous families of continuous ĄAut˚pT q-invariant maps
ΦT ;tν : rFT σδνpKq|ι´1
T ,f
pKq ÝÑ Uν;δνKpKq, εT ;tν : rFT σ ÝÑ R`, t P `´δνpKq, δνpKq˘,
and a continuous family of ĄAut˚pT q-sections
ΨT ;tν P Γ
` rFT σδνpKq|ι´1T ,f pKq; π˚rFT σObsφT ˘, t P `´δνpKq, δνpKq˘, (3.31)
such that ΦT ;tν is a degree |ĄAut˚pT q| covering of its image,
ΦT ;0|ι´1
T ,f
pKq “ ιT ,f , εT ;0|ι´1
T ,f
pKq “ 0, (3.32)›››ΨT ;tνpυq ´ ´DφT pυq`tν¯T `π rFT σpυq˘¯››› ď εT ;tνpυq` |υ|`|t|˘, (3.33)
ΦT ;tν
`
Ψ´1
T ;tνp0qX rFT σδ ˘ “Mg,f pX,B;J, tνqφXUν;δpKq @ tPp´δ, δq, δP`0, δνpKq˘. (3.34)
If in addition ν is generic, tPp´δ, δq, and δPp0, δνpKqq, then
ΦT ;tν : Ψ
´1
T ;tνp0qX rFT σδ ÝÑM˚g,f pX,B;J, tνqφXUν;δpKq (3.35)
preserves the signs of all points.
4 Proofs of Propositions 2.2-2.4
We will next deduce the three propositions of Section 2 from Proposition 3.1 following the principles
laid out in [23, Sections 3] which relate stratawise degenerate contributions to zeros of affine maps
between vector bundles. These principles readily apply with the manifoldM (accidentally denoted
by X in Lemma 3.5(3) and Corollary 3.6(5) in [23]) replaced by an orbifold (in the sense specified
after [25, Definition 2.10]). All bundles in [23, Sections 3] are assumed to be complex so that all
transverse isolated zeros of bundles sections are canonically oriented. While the former is no longer
the case, the latter is; see the paragraph preceding Proposition 3.1. The rank over C appearing in
the statements of [23, Sections 3] should be replaced by half the rank over R. We will apply the
reasoning behind [23, Corollary 3.6] with
M “ĂMT ,f pCqφ, F “ F´“ rF´ “ rFT σ, O “ O´ “ ObsφT ,
F` Ă F and O` Ă O being the trivial (zero) subbundles, and α “ Dφ
T
. We continue with the
assumptions and the notation as in Propositions 2.2 and 3.1 and assume that ν is generic.
4.1 The regularity of the boundary strata
The crucial difference between the main boundary strata, i.e. those corresponding to T “ pt,mq
with t basic, and the remaining boundary strata is that the latter are B¯J -hollow in the sense of
[23, Definition 3.11] and thus automatically do not contribute to the number (1.2). In order to
complete the proof of Proposition 2.2, we show that the main boundary strata with m‰m0ptq do
not contribute either; the reason is more delicate in this case.
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Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let T “pt,mq.
Suppose t is not basic. For the purposes of Definition 2.1, we then takeKν“H. Given a precompact
open subset K ĂMT ,f pCqφ, let δνpKq PR` and UνpKqĂXg,f pX,Bqφ be as in Proposition 3.1(1).
Let UĂUνpKq be an open neighborhood of K. By (3.30),
M˚g,f pX,B;J, tνqφ X U ĂMg,f pX,B;J, tνqφ X UνpKq “ H.
This establishes Proposition 2.2 for T “pt,mq with t not basic.
Suppose t is basic. In particular,
E0pT q “ E‚pT q “ Edg, rFT σ “ rFT σ, dim ĂMT ,f pCqφ ` rk rFT σ “ rkObsφT .
We assume that T is given by (3.5) and satisfies (3.17) and (3.18). For each ePEdg, we denote by
e{w0 Pe the vertex different from w0Pe. Let
S0pT q “
 
iPt1, . . . , lu : i` Pd´1pw0q
(
be the pairs of marked points carried by the non-contracted curve in ĂMT ,f pCqφ.
The vector bundles rFT σ and ObsφT , the bundle homomorphism DφT , and the bundle section νT
naturally extend over the compactification
xMT ,f pCqφ “ ź
ePEσ‚;`pT q
M
‚
2gpe{w0q´1,pSσ‚;e,σq
ˆ
ź
ePEσ‚;RpT q
RMgpe{w0q,pSσ‚;e,σq ˆ pCT (4.1)
of ĂMT ,f pCqφ, where pCT is the closure of `pz`i pCq, z´i pCqqiPS0pT q, pzeqePE‚pT q˘ : pzeqePE‚pT q PC˚T (
in the corresponding real moduli space of points on C. We denote these extensions in the same
way. The compactification (4.1) is a union of the quotients of the spaces ĂMT 1,f pCqφ by subgroups ofĄAut˚pT 1q for some rooted decorated graphs T 1. The restriction of νT to the quotient of ĂMT 1,f pCqφ
lifts to νT 1 (as the sections νT and νT 1 are pullbacks from the closure of MT ,f pCqφ in Mg,f pCqφ).
The homomorphism Dφ
T
does not vanish over ĂMT ,f pCqφ. The pairings of tangent and cotangent
vectors in (3.28) correspond to algebraic bundle sections. Thus, the homomorphism Dφ
T
is a regular
polynomial (linear map in this case) in the sense of [23, Definition 3.9]. By the first two parts of
the proof of [23, Lemma 3.10], the zero set of the affine bundle map
ψT ;ν : rFT σ ÝÑ ObsφT , ψT ;νpυq “ DφT pυq ` νT puq @ υP rFT σ|u, uPĂMT ,f pCqφ,
thus has finitely many zeros. The continuous extension of this map over xMT ,f pCqφ does not vanish
over the complement of ĂMT ,f pCqφ. By the third part of the proof of [23, Lemma 3.10], the signed
cardinality of the affine bundle map
ψT ;̟ : rFT σ ÝÑ ObsφT , ψT ;̟pυq “ DφT pυq `̟puq @ υP rFT σ|u, uPxMT ,f pCqφ,
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does not depend on a generic choice of the section ̟ of Obsφ
T
over xMT ,f pCqφ. In this case, the
cobordism in proof of [23, Lemma 3.10] may cross the fibers of rFT σ over the codimension-one
boundary strata of xMT ,f pCqφ. However, the orientation on such a cobordism extends across the
zeros in these fibers based on the same considerations as above Proposition 3.1. We denote the
signed cardinality of ψ´1T ;̟p0q by NpDφT q.
By the previous paragraph, (3.33), and the proofs of Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.6 in [23], there exist
a compact subset rKT ;νĂĂMT ,f pCqφ and CT ;ν PR` with the following property. If rKĂĂMT ,f pCqφ is
a precompact open subset containing rKT ;ν , then there exists δνp rKqPR` so that the bundle map
ΨT ;tν : rFT σδνp rKq| rK ÝÑ ObsφT
is defined and
Ψ´1T ;tνp0q Ă rFT σCT ;νt| rKT ;ν , ˘ ˇˇΨ´1T ;tνp0qˇˇ “ N`DφT ˘ @ tP`0, δνp rKq˘. (4.2)
Let KνĂMT ,f pCqφ be a compact subset such thatrKT ;ν Ă rKν” ι´1T ;f pKνq
and set
Cntrφ
f
`
MT ,f pCqφ
˘ “ 1
|ĄAut˚pT q|N`DφT ˘ . (4.3)
We verify below that Kν and the number (4.3) satisfy the conditions of Definition 2.1.
Let KĂMT ,f pCqφ be a precompact open subset containing Kν , rK“ ι´1T ,f pKq, and
δνpKq P
`
0, δνp rKq˘ and UνpKq ” Uν;δνpKqpKq
be as in Proposition 3.1(2), and U ĂUνpKq be a neighborhood of K. Since Kν is compact, there
exists ǫνpUqPp0, δν pKqq such that rFT σCT ;νǫνpUq ˇˇ rKν Ă Φ´1T ;tνpUq .
Suppose tPp0, ǫνpUqq. By (3.34), the first statement in (4.2), and the last condition,
Ψ´1T ;tνp0qXΦ´1T ;tνpUq Ă Ψ´1T ;tνp0qXΦ´1T ;tν
`
UνpKq
˘ “ Ψ´1T ;tνp0qX rFT σδνpKq| rK
Ă Ψ´1
T ;tνp0qX rFT σCT ;νǫνpUq| rKT ;ν Ă Ψ´1T ;tνp0qXΦ´1T ;tνpUq.
This implies that
Ψ´1T ;tνp0qXΦ´1T ;tνpUq “ Ψ´1T ;tνp0qX rFT σδνpKq|K .
Combining this conclusion with (4.2), we obtain
˘
ˇˇ
Ψ´1T ;tνp0qXΦ´1T ;tνpUq
ˇˇ “ ˘ ˇˇΨ´1T ;tνp0qX rFT σδνpKq|K ˇˇ “ N`DφT ˘ .
The last two statements and (3.35) give the first statement of Proposition 2.2 for T “pt,mq with
t basic and the contribution given by (4.3).
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It remains to show that NpDφT q “ 0 if T “ pt,mq with t basic and m‰m0ptq. The last condition
implies that at least one conjugate pair pz`i , z´i q of marked points is carried by the contracted
components of the elements in ĂMT ,f pCqφ. For ePEσ‚;ěpT q, let
S1σ‚;e ”
 
e, σpeq( Ă Sσ‚;e
be the complement of the markings t1`, 1´, . . . , l`, l´u. Let
xM1T ,f pCqφ “ ź
ePEσ‚;`pT q
M
‚
2gpe{w0q´1,pS1σ‚;e,σq
ˆ
ź
ePEσ‚;RpT q
RMgpe{w0q,pS1σ‚;e,σq ˆ pCT .
We denote by
D
1φ
T
: rF 1T σ ÝÑ Obs1φ
T
the vector bundle homomorphism over xM1T ,f pCqφ defined analogously to the vector bundle homo-
morphism Dφ
T
over xMT ,f pCqφ.
Let
f : xMT ,f pCqφ ÝÑxM1T ,f pCqφ
be the morphism dropping the points marked by 1`, 1´, . . . , l`, l´ that are carried by the contracted
components. Thus,
rFT σ ˇˇĂMT ,f pCqφ “ f˚ rF 1T σ ˇˇĂMT ,f pCqφ , ObsφT “ f˚Obs1φT , DφT ˇˇĂMT ,f pCqφ “ f˚D1φT ˇˇĂMT ,f pCqφ .
This implies that NpDφ
T
q“Npf˚D1φ
T
q, with the second number defined analogous to the former. If
m‰m0ptq, then
dim xM1T ,f pCqφ ` rk rF 1T σ ă dim ĂMT ,f pCqφ ` rk rFT σ “ rkObsφT “ rkObs1φT .
Thus, there exists a section ̟1 of Obs1φ
T
so that the affine bundle map
ψ1T ;̟ : rF 1T σ ÝÑ Obs1φT , ψ1T ;̟pυq “ D1φT pυq `̟puq @ υP rF 1T σ|u, uPxM1T ,f pCqφ,
over xM1T ,f pCqφ does not vanish. This implies that the affine bundle map
f˚ψ1T ;̟ :
rFT σ ÝÑ Obsφ
T
,
 
f˚ψ1T ;̟
(pυq “  f˚D1φ
T
(pυq `  f˚̟upuq @ υP rFT σ|u, uPxMT ,f pCqφ,
does not vanish and so
NpDφ
T
q “ Npf˚D1φ
T
q “ 0.
This establishes the last claim of Proposition 2.2.
4.2 The contributions of the main boundary strata
We continue with the setup and notation in the proof of Proposition 2.2 and set
|MT ,f pCqφ “ ź
ePEσ‚;`pT q
M
‚
2gpe{w0q´1,pSσ‚;e,σq
ˆ
ź
ePEσ‚;RpT q
RMgpe{w0q,pSσ‚;e,σq ˆ CT ,
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where CT ĂCE‚pT q is the closure of C˚T . Thus,
CT “
`
Cφ
˘Eσ‚;RpT q ˆ CT ;C ,
where CT ;C Ă CE
σ
‚;CpT q is the fixed locus of the involution given by (3.19) with E0pT q replaced
by Eσ‚;CpT q. We denote by qDφT : qFT σ ÝÑ }ObsφT
the vector bundle homomorphism over |MT ,f pCqφ defined analogously to the vector bundle homo-
morphism Dφ
T
over xMT ,f pCqφ.
Let
q : xMT ,f pCqφ ÝÑ|MT ,f pCqφ
be the map induced by the natural projection pCT ÝÑCT . Since
rFT σ ˇˇĂMT ,f pCqφ “ q˚ qFT σ ˇˇĂMT ,f pCqφ , ObsφT “ q˚}ObsφT , DφT ˇˇĂMT ,f pCqφ “ q˚ qDφT ˇˇĂMT ,f pCqφ ,
and q is the identity on ĂMT ,f pCqφ,
N
`
D
φ
T
˘ “ N`q˚ qDφT ˘ “ N` qDφT ˘. (4.4)
Since the contributions of the boundary strata of Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 are given by (4.3), it
remains to determine the number Np qDφ
T
q.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Let
f : |MT ,f pCqφ ÝÑ|M1T ,f pCqφ” ź
ePEσ‚;`pT q
M
‚
2gpe{w0q´1,pSσ‚;e,σq
ˆ
ź
ePEσ‚;RpT q
RMgpe{w0q,pSσ‚;e,σq ˆ CT ;C
be the natural projection. We denote by
qD1φ
T
: qF 1T σ ÝÑ }Obs1φT
the vector bundle homomorphism over |M1T ,f pCqφ defined analogously to the vector bundle homo-
morphism Dφ
T
over xMT ,f pCqφ, but for each ePEσ‚;RpT q we replace the factor π˚C;xeyTC appearing in
the definition of rFT “rFT in (3.27) by the trivial complex line bundle (with the standard conjuga-
tion) and the factor π˚
C;xeyTX in (3.24) by the trivial rank 3 complex vector bundle. Since C
φ is a
disjoint union of circles and the restriction of every orientable vector bundle to a circle is trivial,
qFT σ “ f˚ qF 1T σ ˇˇĂMT ,f pCqφ , }ObsφT “ f˚}Obs1φT , qDφT “ f˚ qD1φT
and thus Np qDφT q“Npf˚ qD1φT q. If Eσ‚;RpT q‰H, then
dim |M1T ,f pCqφ ` rk qF 1T σ ă dim ĂMT ,f pCqφ ` rk rFT σ “ rkObsφT “ rk}Obs1φT .
As in the last paragraph of the proof of Proposition 2.2, this implies that Npf˚ qD1φ
T
q“0. Proposi-
tion 2.3 now follows from (4.3) and (4.4).
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Proof of Proposition 2.4. We continue with the setup and notation in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.3. We now assume that t is a basic topological type, T “pt,m0ptqq, and Eσ‚;RpT q“H. Let
m“|Eσ‚;`pT q| so that ˇˇĄAut˚pT qˇˇ “ 2m ˇˇAut˚pT qˇˇ, (4.5)
with the groups Aut˚pT q and ĄAut˚pT q as in Section 3.2. With the notation as in (2.8) and (2.9),
we define the bundle homomorphism
Dg1 : π
˚
g1Lbπ˚CTC ÝÑ π˚g1E˚bπ˚CTX
over Mg1,1ˆC analogously to (3.28).
For each ePEσ‚;`pT q, let
M
‚
T ;epCq “M‚2gpe{w0q´1,pte,σpequ,σq ˆ
 pz`, z´qPC2 : z`“φpz´q(
and denote by
πT ;e, πC;`, πC;´ :M
‚
T ;epCq ÝÑM‚2gpe{w0q´1,pte,σpequ,σq, C, C
the three component projection maps. Let
L`, L´,E`,E´ ÝÑM‚T ;epCq
be the universal tangent line bundles at the marked points indexed by e and σpeq and the subbundles
of the Hodge bundle E consisting of the holomorphic differentials supported on the first and second
component of each doublet (the first component carries the marked point indexed by e). Denote by
Fσe Ă π˚T ;eL`bπ˚C;`TC ‘ π˚T ;eL´bπ˚C;´TC and
Obsφe Ă π˚T ;eE˚`bπ˚C;`TX ‘ π˚T ;eE˚´bπ˚C;´TX
(4.6)
the fixed loci of the conjugations over the identity induced by the involution φ as in Section 3.2
and by
Dφe : F
σ
e ÝÑ Obsφe
the vector bundle homomorphism over M
‚
T ;epCq defined in the same way as before.
The projections
M
‚
2gpe{w0q´1,pte,σpequ,σq ÝÑMgpe{w0q,1 and
 pz`, z´qPC2 : z`“φpz´q( ÝÑ C
on the first component in both cases are diffeomorphisms and induce orientations on their domains
from the complex orientations on their targets; we will call the former orientations the complex
orientations. The map
M
‚
T ;epCq ÝÑMgpe{w0q,1ˆC
induced by the above projections naturally lifts to vector bundle isomorphisms
Fσe ÝÑ π˚gpe{w0qLbπ˚CTC and Obsφe ÝÑ π˚gpe{w0qE˚bπ˚CTX (4.7)
obtained by projecting to the first components in (4.6). These projections induce orientations on
their domains from the complex orientations on their targets; we will call the former orientations the
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complex orientations. Since the isomorphisms (4.7) intertwine the vector bundle homomorphismsDφe
and Dgpe{w0q,
N
`
Dφe
˘
C
“ N`Dgpe{w0q˘, (4.8)
where the two sides denote the numbers of zeros of generic affine bundle maps associated with Dφe
and Dgpe{w0q with respect to the complex orientations on their domain and target vector bundles
and the bases of these vector bundles.
In the case of Proposition 2.4,
|MT ,f pCqφ “ ź
ePEσ‚;`pT q
M
‚
2gpe{w0q´1,pte,σpequ,σq ˆ CT “
ź
ePEσ‚;`pT q
M
‚
T ;epCq . (4.9)
With
πe :|MT ,f pCqφ ÝÑM‚T ;epCq
denoting the component projection map,
qDφT “ à
ePEσ‚;`pT q
π˚eD
φ
e : qFT σ“ à
ePEσ‚;`pT q
π˚eF
σ
e ÝÑ }ObsφT “ à
ePEσ‚;`pT q
π˚eObs
φ
e . (4.10)
The identifications in (4.9) and (4.10) induce orientations on their domains from the complex
orientations of their targets defined in the previous paragraph. By (4.8) and the first equality
in (4.10),
N
` qDφ
T
˘
C
“
ź
ePEσ‚;`pT q
N
`
Dgpe{w0q
˘
, (4.11)
where the left-hand side denotes the number of zeros of a generic affine bundle map associated
with qDφ
T
with respect to the complex orientations on its domain and target vector bundles and the
base of these vector bundles.
The curve C Ă X corresponds to an element rus of M˚h,f pX,B;Jqφ as around (2.3). The real
orientation on pX,ω, φq fixed in Section 1 determines the sign,
sgnf pCq “ sgnpuq P
 ˘ 1(,
of rus. The open subspace C˚T of CT corresponds to a family of maps with m additional conjugate
pairs of marked points. The real orientation on pX,ω, φq and the choice of the subset Eσ‚;`pT q of
E‚pT q determine an orientation on CT . It differs from the complex orientation by sgnf pCq.
For each g1 PZ`, the real orientation on pX,ω, φq determines an orientation on the moduli space
M
‚
2g1´1,p1`,1´qpX, 0;Jqφ of J-holomorphic degree 0 maps from g1-doublets with one conjugate pair
of marked points. As topological spaces
M
‚
2g1´1,p1`,1´qpX, 0;Jqφ «M‚2g1´1,p1`,1´qˆ
 `
x`, x´qPX2 : x`“φpx´q
(
, (4.12)
but the moduli space on the left-hand side comes with an associated obstruction bundle
ObsφX ÝÑM
‚
2g1´1,p1`,1´qˆ
 `
x, φpxq˘ : xPX(; (4.13)
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the latter is the fixed locus of the involution on
π˚g1E
˚
`bπ˚`TX ‘ π˚g1E˚´bπ˚´TX ÝÑM‚2g1´1,p1`,1´qˆ
 `
x`, x´qPX2 : x`“φpx´q
(
induced by φ as in Section 3.2. In particular, the projection to the first component
ObsφX ÝÑ π˚g1E˚`bπ˚`TX (4.14)
is an isomorphism. The last factors in (4.12) and (4.14) are oriented from the (almost) complex ori-
entation of X (by projecting to the first component in the case of (4.12)). Along with the complex
orientations on the first factors on the right-hand sides of (4.12) and (4.14), these orientations on
the last factors induce an orientation on the total space of the vector bundle in (4.13); we will call
this orientation the complex orientation. By [8, Theorem 1.4], the orientation on the total space of
this vector bundle induced by the real orientation on pX,ω, φq differs from the complex orientation
by p´1qg1´1.
By [8, Theorem 1.2], the immersion (3.21) is orientation-preserving with respect to the orientations
on its domain and target induced by a real orientation on pX,ω, φq if and only if mP2Z. Combining
this with (4.11) and the last two paragraphs, we conclude that
N
` qDφT ˘ “ p´1qmsgnf pCqź
ePEσ‚;`pT q
`p´1qgpe{w0q´1N`Dgpe{w0q˘˘
“ sgnf pCq
ź
ePEσ‚;`pT q
`p´1qgpe{w0qN`Dgpe{w0q˘˘.
The claim now follows from (4.3), (4.5), and Lemma 4.1 below.
Lemma 4.1. With notation as above,
NpDg1q “
ż
Mg1,1ˆC
c2g1
`
π˚g1E
˚bπ˚CNXC
˘ˆ g1´1ÿ
r“0
p´1qrλrψg1´1´r
˙
.
Proof. By definition NpDg1q is the signed cardinality of the zero set of the affine bundle map
ψg1;̟ : π
˚
g1Lbπ˚CTC ÝÑ π˚g1E˚bπ˚CTX,
ψg1;̟pυq “ Dg1pυq `̟puq @ υPπ˚g1Lbπ˚CTC
ˇˇ
u
, uPMg1,1ˆC,
with respect to the complex orientations on the domain and target vector bundles and the complex
orientation on their base, for a generic section ̟ of the target bundle. Since ̟ is generic, it spans
a trivial complex subbundle C̟ in π˚g1E
˚bπ˚CTX. The composition of ̟ with the tensor product
of the identity and the natural projection TX|CÝÑNXC induces a section ̟1 of the vector bundle
π˚g1E
˚bπ˚CNXC ÝÑMg1,1ˆC .
Since ̟ is generic, the zero set Z̟1 of this section is a smooth oriented sub-orbifold.
We denote by ∆g1 Ă Mg1,1 the subspace of marked curves so that the irreducible component
containing the marked point is a smooth rational curve. The vector bundle homomorphism Dg1
corresponds to a section of the bundle`
π˚g1Lbπ˚CTC
˘˚ b π˚g1E˚bπ˚CTX ÝÑMg1,1ˆC,
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which we denote in the same way. We note that
D´1g1 p0q “ ∆g1ˆC ĂMg1,1ˆC . (4.15)
Along with the projection
π˚g1E
˚bπ˚CTX ÝÑ π˚g1E˚bπ˚CTX
L
C̟ ,
the section Dg1 induces a section of the bundle`
π˚g1Lbπ˚CTC
˘˚ b pπ˚g1E˚bπ˚CTXLC̟˘ ÝÑMg1,1ˆC.
Since the image of Dg1 lies in π
˚
g1E
˚bπ˚CTC, the latter restricts to a section of the bundle
V ” `π˚g1Lbπ˚CTC˘˚ b `π˚g1E˚bπ˚CTCLC̟˘ ÝÑ Z̟1 ;
we denote it by DKg1 .
Since the image of Dg1 lies in π
˚
g1E
˚bπ˚CTC, NpDg1q is the signed cardinality of the zero set of the
affine bundle map
ψ1g1;̟ : π
˚
g1Lbπ˚CTC ÝÑ π˚g1E˚bπ˚CTC, ψ1g1;̟pυq “ ψg1;̟pυq @ υPπ˚g1Lbπ˚CTC
ˇˇ
Z̟1
.
Since the linear part of this bundle map is holomorphic, it is a regular polynomial in the sense of
[23, Definition 3.9]. By [23, Lemma 3.14],
NpDg1q “
@
epV q, “Z̟1‰D´CntrD´1
g1
p0qXZ̟1`
DKg1
˘
. (4.16)
The last term above is the DKg1-contribution to the middle term from the subspace D
´1
g1 p0qXZ̟1
of Z̟1; this notion is the direct analogue of Definition 2.1 in this setting. By [25, Proposi-
tions 2.18A,B] and (4.15),
Cntr
D
´1
g1
p0qXZ̟1
`
DKg1
˘ “ÿ
i
di
@
epViq,
“p∆g1;iˆCqXZ̟1‰D (4.17)
for some di P Z, closed subvarieties ∆g1;i Ă ∆g1 , and vector bundles Vi over ∆g1;iˆC; these are
determined by the scheme structure of D´1g1 p0qĂMg1,1.
By the Poincare Duality, (2.11), and (2.12),@
epViq,
“p∆g1;iˆCqXZ̟1‰D “ @epViqe`π˚g1E˚bπ˚CNXC˘, “∆g1;iˆC‰D
“ `2´2h´c1pBq˘@epViqλg1´1λg1 , “∆g1;i‰D . (4.18)
By [1, Lemma 1], λg1´1λg1 vanishes onMg1,1´Mg1,1 and thus on ∆g1;i. Combining this observation
with (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18), we conclude that
NpDg1q “
@
e
`pπ˚g1Lbπ˚CTCq˚bpπ˚g1E˚bπ˚CTC{C̟q˘, “Z̟1‰D
“ @e`pπ˚g1E˚bπ˚CTCq{pπ˚g1Lbπ˚CTCq˘, “Z̟1‰D “ @e`pπ˚g1E˚q{pπ˚g1Lq˘, “Z̟1‰D
“
g1´1ÿ
r“0
@p´1qrλrψg1´1´r, “Z̟1‰D “ g1´1ÿ
r“0
ż
Mg1,1ˆC
p´1qrλrψg1´1´rc2g1
`
π˚g1E
˚bπ˚CNXC
˘
.
The third equality above holds because π˚Cc1pTCq vanishes on Z̟1 by (2.11) and the Poincare
Duality; the last equality holds by the Poincare Duality.
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5 Proof of Proposition 3.1
Continuing with the notation of Section 3, we set up a two-step gluing construction to prove Propo-
sition 3.1. For each T PTg,lpCqφ as in (3.5), we first smooth out all nodes corresponding to Edg0
in (3.7) and Edgc in (3.11). This step is not obstructed. At the second stage, we smooth out the
remaining nodes, i.e. the nodes corresponding to E‚pT q; see (3.12). This step is obstructed. We
will use the same strategy as in [26, Sections 3.2,4.2,4.3] and [27, Section 3.3].
For a generic choice of the pseudocycles f , the projection
Mg,f pX,B;Jqφ ÝÑMg,l
`
X,B;J
˘
to the moduli space component in (1.4) is an embedding. Thus, we can view MT ,f pCqφ as the
subset of the elements of Mg,lpX,B;Jq which map to the curve CĂX and meet the pseudocycles f
at the marked points.
Let pS0, σ0q be as in (3.9). We denote byMh,pS0,σ0qpBqφ the moduli space of degreeB J-holomorphic
real maps from smooth genus h symmetric surfaces with the marked points indexed by the set S0
with the involution σ0. Analogously to (3.20), letĂMT pXqφ “ ź
ePEσ0;ěpT q\E
σ
‚;ěpT q
MT ,σ;e ˆMh,pS0,σ0qpBqφ (5.1)
and
ιT ,f :ĂMT pXqφ ÝÑMg,lpX,B;Jq
be the natural ĄAut˚pT q-invariant node-identifying immersion extending (3.21). The image of this
immersion is the stratum
MT pXqφ ĂMg,lpX,B;Jq
of stable maps of the topological type T (not necessarily passing through the constrains). For
each element u of ĂMT pXqφ, a vertex wPVer corresponds to an irreducible component Σu;w of the
domain Σu of the map u in the image of this immersion. Each edge e“pw0e , wceq in E‚pT qĂEdg
corresponds to a node xepuq P Σu formed by joining a point x0epuq in Σ0u;e ” Σu;w0e with a point
xcepuq in Σcu;e”Σu;wce .
We denote the natural extensions of the vector bundles in (3.24), (3.25), and (3.27) and of the
bundle homomorphism in (3.26) to ĂMT pXqφ in the same way. The center component Σu;0“Σu;w0
is no longer identified with C. The bundle π˚
C;xeyTX in (3.24) should thus be replaced by π
˚
Mev
˚
xeyTX,
where πM is the projection onto the last factor in (5.1). With notation as in (3.27), let
rF1T “ ´ à
ePEdg0\Edgc
rLe ¯MAut‚pT q ÝÑĂMT pXqφ ,
rFT “ à
ePE‚pT q
π˚T ;eLebπ˚MLxey ÝÑĂMT pXqφ .
We denote by υ1 P rF1T the image of an element υ of rFT under the natural projectionrFT ÝÑ rF1T Ă rFT .
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The involution σ acts on rFT by`
σ
`pυe1bυxe1yqe1PE‚pT q˘˘e “ dσpυσpeqqbdσpυσxeyq.
We denote the corresponding fixed locus by rFT σ.
For each ePE‚pT q, let Edg10,‚;eĂEdg10;xey be the subset of edges whose removal separates e and xey.
This subset is empty if e“xey. Let
Edg0,‚;e “ Edg10,‚;e Y teu Y txeyu Ă Edg @ ePE‚pT q .
Since Σu;w«P1 for every wPewith ePEdg10,‚;e, there is a natural isomorphism
Fe :
â
e1PEdg0,‚;e
rLe1 –ÝÑ π˚T ;eLebπ˚C;xeyTC ; (5.2)
see [20, (2.3)]. Define
ρT : rFT ÝÑ rFT , ρT `υ˘`ρepυq˘ePE‚pT q “ Fˆe´ â
e1PEdg0,‚;e
υe1
¯˙
ePE‚pT q
,
DT : rFT ÝÑ ObsT ,  DT `pυebυxeyqePE‚pT q˘(`pκeqePE‚pT q˘ “ κ´epυeq`dx0xeypuqu0pυxeyq˘ e¯PE‚pT q ,
where u0“u|Σu;0 and x0xeypuqPΣu;0 is the point forming the node of Σu corresponding to the edge
xeyPE0pT q. The bundle maps DT and ρT restrict to
D
φ
T
: rFT σ ÝÑ Obsφ
T
and ρσT :
rFT σ ÝÑ rFT σ,
respectively. If T “ pt,mq with t basic, then rFT σ “ rFT σ, ρσT “ id, and the restriction of DφT toĂMT ,f pCqφ is as below (3.28).
5.1 The unobstructed gluing step
Let UÝÑ∆σ be a family of deformations of the domains of the elements of ĂMT pXqφ for a small
neighborhood ∆σĂ rFT σ of the zero section. It is the restriction to rFT σĂ rFT of the analogous fam-
ily in the complex setting. The fiber of UÝÑ∆σ over υP∆σ is a nodal symmetric surface pΣυ, συq.
Its dual graph Tυ is a rooted decorated graph obtained from T by deleting the edges corresponding
to the non-zero components of υ and identifying the vertices of each deleted edge. In particular,
E‚pTυq “ E‚pT q @ υ P ∆σX rF1T ;
we will not distinguish between these two sets below. It can be assumed that υ1P∆σ for all υP∆σ .
We fix an involution-invariant Riemannian metric on U and denote its restriction to Συ by gυ. For
any υ P∆σ, ePEdg with υe“ 0, and δ PR, let Συ;epδqĂΣυ denote the gυ-ball of radius δ centered
at the node xepυq corresponding to e. If in addition υP rF1T and ePE‚pT q, define
Σ0υ;epδq “ Συ;epδq X Σ0υ;e , Σcυ;epδq “ Συ;epδq X Σcυ;e , pΣcυ;epδq “ pΣcυ;eYΣυ;epδq .
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If e P E0pT q, let pΣ0u;epδq “ pΣ0u;eYΣu;epδq. The subset ∆σ Ă rFT σ contains ĂMT pXqφ as the zero
section. There are continuous fiber-preserving retractions q and q‚ respecting the involutions so
that the diagram
U
q
))
q‚
//

U|
∆σX rF1T σ q //

U|ĂMT pXqφ

∆σ // ∆σX rF1T σ //ĂMT pXqφ
commutes. We denote by
qυ : Συ ÝÑ Σu and q‚;υ : Συ ÝÑ Συ1 , υ P ∆σ|u, uPĂMT pXqφ , (5.3)
the restrictions of q and q‚ to Συ.
After possibly shrinking ∆σ, the Riemannian metric on U and the map q can be chosen so that
‚ q is smooth on each stratum of U,
‚ qpz˘i pυqq“z˘i
`
π rFT σpυq˘ for all υ P ∆σ and i“1, . . . , l,
‚ for each υ P ∆σ, qυ is biholomorphic on the complement of the subspaces q´1υ pΣu;ep2
a|υe|qq with
ePEdg,
‚ there exists a continuous function δq : ĂMT pXqφ ÝÑ R` such that every restriction (5.3) is a
pgυ , guq-isometry on the complement of the subspaces q´1υ pΣu;epδqpuqqq with ePEdg and υe‰0,
‚ there exist a continuous function δB¯ : ĂMT pXqφÝÑR` and holomorphic functions
ze, z
c
e :
ď
uPĂMT pXqφ
q´1
`
Σu;epδB¯puqq
˘ ÝÑ C, ePE‚pT q,
such that ze;u ” ze|Σ0u;epδB¯puqq and zce;u ” zce|Σcu;epδB¯puqq are unitary coordinates centered at xepuq
and `
zez
c
e
˘|
q´1υ pΣu;epδB¯puqqq
B
Bze;u
ˇˇˇˇ
x0epuq
b BBzce;u
ˇˇˇˇ
xcepuq
“ υe ,
ˇˇ
ze|q´1υ pxepuqq
ˇˇ “ ˇˇzce|q´1υ pxepuqq ˇˇ ,
ze
ˇˇ
q´1υ pΣ0u;epδB¯puqq´Σu;ep2
?
|υe|qq
“ ze;u˝qυ
ˇˇ
q´1υ pΣ0u;epδB¯puqq´Σu;ep2
?
|υe|qq
,
zce
ˇˇ
q´1υ pΣcu;epδB¯puqq´Σu;ep2
?
|υe|qq
“ zce;u˝qυ
ˇˇ
q´1υ pΣcu;epδB¯puqq´Σu;ep2
?
|υe|qq
for all υP∆σ ˇˇ
u
and uPĂMT pXqφ.
We can assume that 2δqpuq is less than the minimal distance between the nodal and marked points
of Σu for every uPĂMT pXqφ, δB¯ăδqă1, and
16|υ| ă δB¯
`
π rFT pυq˘2 @ υP∆σ .
The functions δq, δB¯, ze, and z
c
e can be chosen compatibly with the ĄAut˚pT q-actions and with the
involution on U.
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With ePE‚pT q and Fe as in (5.2), define
ρe;u : C ÝÑ TxxeypuqΣu;0 by
ve b ρe;upcq “ Fe
ˆ
vebc BBze;u
ˇˇˇˇ
x0epuq
b â
e1PEdg0,‚;e
e1‰e
υe1
˙
@ cPC, vePπ˚T ;eLe
ˇˇ
u
.
By the C-linearity of Fe, ρe;u is a well-defined C-linear isomorphism.
Let gX be a φ-invariant metric on X, ∇
X be its Levi-Civita connection, and exp be the exponential
map of ∇X . Fix a number pą2. For each υP∆σ and a smooth real map f : ΣυÝÑX, let
D
φ
f : Γpfqφ”Γ
`
Συ; f
˚TX
˘φ,συ ÝÑ Γ0,1pfqφ ” Γ0,1`Συ;T ˚Σ0,1υ bf˚TX˘φ,συ (5.4)
denote the linearization of the B¯J -operator at f defined via the connection ∇X as in [14, Section 3.1].
The construction of [12, Section 3] provides modified Sobolev norms } ¨ }υ,p,1 and } ¨ }υ,p on the do-
main and target of the homomorphism (5.4) as well as L2-inner products xx¨, ¨yyυ,2 on these spaces.
These homomorphisms satisfy elliptic estimates involving the } ¨ }υ,p,1 and } ¨ }υ,p norms with coef-
ficients that depend only on π rFT pυqPĂMT pXqφ and }df}υ,pPR.
For υ P∆σX rF1T |u, Συ is obtained from Σu by smoothing the nodes corresponding to the subsets
Edg0 and Edgc of the edges of T . Since the restrictions of u to the irreducible components of Σu
sharing the nodes indexed by Edgc are constant, the smoothings of these nodes of Σu extend to
the deformations of the map u into X. The nodes indexed by Edg0 are the nodes of the center Σ0u
of Σu, which consists of the non-contracted smooth genus h curve Σu;0 with contracted rational
tails pΣ0u;e attached. If u PĂMT ,f pCqφ, then u|Σ0u is a regular J-holomorphic map. Therefore, there
exists a neighborhood rUφ
T ,f pCq ĂĂMT pXqφ
of ĂMT ,f pCqφ such that the family of the deformations
U
ˇˇ
∆σ
C
X rF1T ÝÑ ∆σCX rF1T , where ∆σC “ ∆σ X rFT σ ˇˇrUφT ,f pCq ,
of the domains of the elements of rUφ
T ,f pCq extends to a continuous ĄAut˚pT q-invariant family
ruυ : Συ ÝÑ X, υ P ∆σCX rF1T , (5.5)
of J-holomorphic maps. This family can be chosen so that it is smooth on each stratum of ∆σCXrF1T .
The smoothings of the maps u with a fixed image curve arise algebraically.
By shrinking δB¯, we can assume that the diameter of upΣ0u;epδB¯puqqq is at most half the injectivity
radius of gX for every u PĂMT pXqφ and e PE0pT q. Since ruυ ÝÑu as υÝÑu, we can also assume
that the diameter of
u
`
Σ0
u;xey
`
δB¯puqq
˘ Y ruυ`q´1υ `pΣ0u;xeypδB¯puqq˘˘ Ă X
is less than the injectivity radius for all υ P∆σCX rF1T |u and e P E‚pT q. For υ P∆σCX rF1T |u and
ePE‚pT q, we can thus define a smooth function
ζυ;e : q
´1
υ
`pΣ0
u;xeypδB¯puqq
˘YpΣcυ;e ÝÑ TupxxeypuqqX s.t. expupxxeypuqqζυ;e “ ruυ (5.6)
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by requiring that ζυ;e|pΣcυ;e “ 0.
For each υP∆σC |uX rF1T , let
uυ “ u˝qυ : Συ ÝÑ X.
Since ruυÝÑu as υÝÑu, ruυ ” expuυζυ (5.7)
for some small vector field ζυ PΓpuυqφ, provided ∆σ and rUφT ,f pCq are sufficiently small. Since the
map qυ is holomorphic on Συ;epδB¯puqq for each ePE‚pT q,
ze;υ ” ze
ˇˇ
Σ0υ;epδB¯puqq
“ zu;e˝qυ
ˇˇ
Σ0υ;epδB¯puqq
: Σ0υ;e
`
δB¯puq
˘ ÝÑ C
is a holomorphic coordinate centered at x0epυq“q´1υ px0epuqq.
Lemma 5.1. The families of UÝÑ∆σ and (5.5) can be parametrized so that the following holds.
There exist smooth functions
C: rUφ
T ,f pCq ÝÑ R` and
Rυ;e : Συ;e
`
δB¯puq
˘ ÝÑ TupxxeypuqqX with υP∆σCX rF1T |u, uP rUφT ,f pCq, ePE‚pT q
respecting the ĄAut˚pT q-actions such that
ζυ;e
`
ze;υ
˘ “ ζυ;ep0q ` dx0
xey
puqu0
`
ρe;upze;υq
˘`Rυ;e`ze;υ˘ , (5.8)
}ζυ}υ,p,1 ď Cpuq|υ|1{p,
ˇˇ
Rυ;epze;υq
ˇˇ ď Cpuqˇˇρe;u`ze;υ˘ˇˇ|ze;υ|, ˇˇdze;υRυ;e ˇˇ ď Cpuqˇˇρe;u`ze;υ˘ˇˇ
for all ze;υ PΣυ;epδB¯puqq, υP∆σCX rF1T |u, uP rUφT ,f pCq, and ePE‚pT q.
Proof. Since ruυ|pΣcυ is constant, this lemma concerns only the smoothings of the nodes of Σ0u and the
restrictions of qυ and ruυ to Σ0υĂΣυ. The restriction qυ|Σ0υ can be written as the basic gluing map
of [24, Section 2.2]. Since u|Σ0u is a regular map, [26, Lemma 3.2] provides a family of maps (5.5)
satisfying the first bound in Lemma 5.1.
The smooth function Rυ;e is defined by (5.8). The two bounds on Rυ;e follow directly from the
proofs of [26, Lemmas 3.4,3.5]. The only difference is the presence of the 0-th order term ζυ;ep0q in
the current setting; it does not appear in [26, (3.27)] because of the vanishing condition imposed
on the elements of Γ`pυq in [26, (3.2)]. By [24, Lemma 3.5] and the first bound of Lemma 5.1,››ζυ››υ,C0 ď C1puq|υ|1{p .
Along with (5.7) and (5.6), this implies thatˇˇ
ζυ;ep0q
ˇˇ ď C2puq|υ|1{p . (5.9)
Thus, all estimates from [26, Lemmas 3.4,3.5] apply in the current setting.
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5.2 The obstructed gluing step
We now move to the second stage of the gluing construction. For each υP∆σC sufficiently small, we
will construct an approximately J-holomorphic map
u‚;υ : Συ ÝÑ X s.t.
››B¯Ju‚;υ››υ,p ď C0`π rFT pυq˘ˇˇρσT pυqˇˇ (5.10)
for some continuous function C0 : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR`. This map is analogous to the approximately J-
holomorphic map constructed just before [12, Lemma 3.5]. It can be written explicitly in this case
as each map ruυ1 is non-constant on only one irreducible component Συ1;0 of its domain and Συ1;0
is smooth.
Let β : R`ÝÑr0, 1s be a smooth cutoff function such that
βprq “
#
1, if rď1{2;
0, if rě1.
For each ǫPR`, we define βǫ PC8pR;Rq by βǫprq“βpr{ǫq. For υP∆σ|u and ePE‚pT q, define
rqυ;e : q´1υ `Σu;epδB¯puqq˘ ÝÑ q´1υ1 `Σ0u;epδB¯puqq˘ by ze`rqυ;epxq˘ “ βδB¯puqp|zcepxq|qzepxq;
in particular,
rqυ;epxq “
#
q‚;υpxq, if xPq´1υ pΣ0u;epδB¯puqq´Σu;ep2
a|υe|qq;
xepυ1q, if xPq´1υ pBΣcu;epδB¯puqqq.
If in addition uP rUφ
T ,f pCq, define
u‚;υ : Συ ÝÑ X, u‚;υpxq “
$’&’%
ruυ1pq‚;υpxqq, if xPq´1υ pΣ0u;eq, xRq´1υ pΣu;ep2a|υe|qq @ ePE‚pT q;ruυ1prqυ;epxqq, if xPq´1υ pΣu;epδB¯puqqq, ePE‚pT q;ruυ1pxepυ1qq, if xPq´1υ pΣcu;e´Σu;epδB¯puqqq, ePE‚pT q.
The support of B¯Ju‚;υ is contained in the annuli q´1υ pΣcu;epδB¯puqqq with ePE‚pT q. On these annuli,
the map rqυ;e is equivalent to the modified gluing map rqυ0;2 of [26, Section 4.2]. The bound in (5.10)
thus follows from Lemma 5.1 as in the proof of the first estimate in [26, Lemma 4.4(3)].
For each υP∆σC and ξPkerDφruυ1 , we define RυξPΓpu‚;υqφ as in the above construction of u‚;υ. Let
Γ´
`
u‚;υ
˘φ “  Rυξ : ξPkerDφruυ1(
and denote by
Γ`
`
u‚;υ
˘φ Ă Γ`u‚;υ˘φ
the L2-orthogonal complement of Γ´pu‚;υqφ. Analogously to the third estimate in [26, Lemma 4.4(3)],
C1
`
π rFT pυq˘´1}ζ}υ,p,1 ď ››Dφu‚;υζ››υ,p ď C1`π rFT pυq˘}ζ}υ,p,1 @ ζ PΓ``u‚;υ˘φ (5.11)
for some continuous function C1 : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR`. The second estimate in [26, Lemma 4.4(3)] also
applies in this case for the same reasons as before.
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Lemma 5.2. If ∆σ, rUφ
T ,f pCq, and δ‚ : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR` are sufficiently small, then
ΦT :
 pυ, ζq : υP∆σC , ζ PΓ``u‚;υ˘φ, }ζ}υ,p,1ăδ‚`π rFT σpυq˘ ( ÝÑ Xg,lpX,Bqφ,
pυ, ζq ÝÑ “υpζq‰ ” “ expu‚;υζ, `z`i pυq, z´i pυq˘li“1‰,
is an ĄAut˚pT q-invariant degree |ĄAut˚pT q| covering of an open neighborhood XT ;f pCq of MT ,f pCqφ.
Proof. By the choice of Γ´pu‚;υqφ, this is essentially an inverse function theorem. The continuity,
injectivity, and surjectivity of the induced map on the quotient by ĄAut˚pT q are proved by arguments
similar to Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3-4.5 in [24], respectively; see also the paragraph following
Lemma 4.4 in [26].
Let ∇J be the J-linear connection corresponding to ∇X . For each υP∆σC and ζ PΓpu‚;υqφ, let
Πζ : Γ
0,1
`
u‚;υ
˘φ ÝÑ Γ0,1jυ ` expu‚;υζ˘φ,συ
be the isomorphism induced by the ∇J -parallel transport along the ∇X -geodesics
s ÝÑ expu‚;υ` sζ
˘
, sPr0, 1s.
With ν as in Proposition 3.1, define
ΞT ;tνpυ, ¨q : Γ
`
u‚;υ
˘φ ÝÑ Γ0,1`u‚;υ˘φ by ΞT ;tνpυ, ζq “ Π´1ζ ˝ `tB¯J`tνu expu‚;υζ˘ . (5.12)
Similarly to [24, (3.9),(3.10)],
ΞT ;tνpυ, ζq “ B¯Ju‚;υ ` tνu‚;υ `Dφu‚;υζ `Nφυ;tpζq, (5.13)
with the quadratic term Nυ;t satisfying
N
φ
υ;tp0q “ 0,
››Nφυ;tpζq ´Nφυ;tpζ 1q››υ,p ď C2`π rFT pυq˘`|t|`}ζ}υ,p,1`}ζ 1}υ,p,1˘››ζ´ζ 1››υ,p,1 (5.14)
@ tP R, ζ, ζ 1 PΓ`u‚;υ˘φ s.t. }ζ}υ,p,1, }ζ 1}υ,p,1 ď δ‚`π rFT pυq˘
for some continuous function C2 : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR`.
We will show that ΞT ;tν does not vanish if ν is generic, T “pt,mq with t not basic, rυpζqs is suffi-
ciently close to MT ,f pCqφ, and tPR` is sufficiently small. In the case t is basic, we will construct
a section ΨT ;tν as in (3.31) so that its vanishing locus corresponds to the vanishing locus of ΞT ;tν ,
after the constraints f are taken into account.
For any functions δT , ǫT : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR`, let
ΩδT ,ǫT “
 pυ, ζq : υP∆σC , ζ PΓ``u‚;υ˘φ, |υ|ăδT `π rFT σpυq˘, }ζ}υ,p,1ăǫT `π rFT σpυq˘(.
By (5.13), (5.10), (5.11), and (5.14), there exist continuous functions
δT , ǫT , CT : rUφT ,f pCq ÝÑ R`
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such that  pt; υ, ζqPRˆΩδT ,ǫT : |t|ăδT `π rFT σpυq˘, ΞT ;tνpυ, ζq“0(
Ă  pt; υ, ζqPRˆΩδT ,ǫT : }ζ}υ,p,1ďCT `π rFT σpυq˘`|ρσT pυq|`|t|˘(. (5.15)
We can assume that 
υP rFT φ ˇˇrUφ
T ,f
pCq
: |υ|ăδT
`
π rFT σpυq˘( Ă ∆σC , ǫT ăδ‚, δT , ǫT ă 1, 2CT δT ă ǫT ,
and that the functions δT , ǫT , CT are ĄAut˚pT q-invariant.
Let ePE‚pT q, uP rUφT ,f pCq, and υP∆σC |u. We define a holomorphic map
qυ;e : pΣcυ;e`δB¯puq˘”q´1υ `pΣcu;epδB¯puqq˘ ÝÑ pΣcυ1;e Ă Συ1 by
zce˝qυ;e
ˇˇ
q´1υ pΣu;epδB¯puqqq
“ zce
ˇˇ
q´1υ pΣu;epδB¯puqqq
, qυ;e
ˇˇpΣcυ;e´q´1υ pΣu;ep2?|ve|qq “ q‚;υ ˇˇpΣcυ;e´q´1υ pΣu;ep2?|ve|qq .
For each holomorphic p1, 0q-differential κPEe|Συ1 supported on pΣcυ1;e, we define a p1, 0q-differential
R‚;υκ on Συ by
R‚;υκ
ˇˇ
x
“
$’&’%
κ˝dxqυ;e, if xPq´1υ ppΣcu;e´Σu;epδB¯puqqq;
βδB¯puqp|zepxq|qκ˝dxqυ;e, if xPq´1υ pΣu;epδB¯puqqq;
0, if xPΣυ´q´1υ ppΣcu;epδB¯puqqq.
Combining this construction with a continuous collection of isomorphisms
Rυ1;e : Ee|Σu ÝÑ Ee|Συ1
as above [26, (4.9)], for each κPEe|u we obtain a p1, 0q-differential R‚;υκ on Συ. Analogously to [26,
(4.10)], for each qPr1, 2q there exists a continuous function Cq : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR` such that››Rυκ››υ,q ď Cq`u˘}κ} @ υP∆σC |u, κPEe|u, ePE‚pT q . (5.16)
The norm on the left-hand side of (5.16) is the usual Sobolev norm with respect to the met-
ric gυ; the norm on the right-hand side of (5.16) is any fixed norm on the finite-rank vector bundle
EeÝÑ rUφT ,f pCq.
With e, u, and υP∆σC |u as above and ζυ1;e as in (5.6), letrζυ;e“ζυ1;e˝rqυ;epxq : pΣcυ;e`δB¯puq˘ ÝÑ TupxxeypuqqX.
Define
Θυ : Γ
0,1
`
u‚;υ
˘φ ÝÑ Obsφ
T
ˇˇ
u
by 
Θυpηq
(`pκeqePE‚pT q˘ “ ˆ i2π
ż
pΣcυ;eδB¯puq`Rυκe
˘^ `
Π´1rζυ;eη
˘˙
ePE‚pT q
@ κePEe|u, ePE‚pT q .
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By Ho¨lder’s inequality and (5.16), the above integral is finite and››Θυpηq›› ď CΘpuq}η}υ,p @ ηPΓ0,1`u‚;υ˘φ (5.17)
for some continuous function CΘ : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR`.
It is immediate that ››Θυ`νu‚;υ˘´ νT `π rFT pυq˘›› ď ǫνpυq (5.18)
for some continuous function ǫν : ∆
σ
C ÝÑ R` that vanishes along rUφT ,f pCq. By the proof of [26,
Lemma 4.4(7)], there exists a continuous function ǫ1 : ∆
σ
CÝÑR` vanishing along rUφT ,f pCq such that››Θυ`Dφu‚;υζ˘›› ď ǫ1pυq}ζ}υ,p,1 @ ζ PΓpu‚;υqφ . (5.19)
By Lemma 5.1 and the proof of [26, Lemma 4.4(6)], there exists a continuous function ǫB¯ : ∆
σ
CÝÑR`
vanishing along rUφ
T ,f pCq such that››Θυ`B¯Ju‚;υ˘´DφT ρσT pυq›› ď ǫB¯pυqˇˇρσT pυqˇˇ ; (5.20)
the 0-th order term ζυ;ep0q appearing in the expansion of Lemma 5.1 has no effect on [26, (4.24)].
By (5.13), (5.14), and (5.17)-(5.20), there exist continuous functions
CΞ : rUφT ,f pCq ÝÑ R` and ǫΞ : ∆σC ÝÑ R`
with ǫΞ vanishing along rUφT ,f pCq such that››Θυ`ΞT ;tνpυ, ζq˘ ´ `DφT ρσT pυq`tνT pπ rFT σpυqq˘›› ď CΞ`π rFT pυq˘`|t|`}ζ}υ,p,1˘››ζ››υ,p,1
` ǫΞpt, υq
`ˇˇ
ρσT pυq
ˇˇ`|t|`}ζ}υ,p,1˘ (5.21)
for all tPR, υP∆σC , and ζ PΓpu‚;υqφ with }ζ}υ,p,1ďδ‚pπ rFT pυqq.
By (5.15) and (5.21), there exists a continuous function
ǫT ;ν : Rˆ∆σC ÝÑ R`
vanishing along t0uˆ rUφ
T ,f pCq such that››Dφ
T
ρσT pυq`tνT
`
π rFT σpυq˘›› ď ǫT ;νpt, νq`ˇˇρσT pυqˇˇ`|t|˘
@ pt; υ, ζqPRˆΩT ;δT ,ǫT s.t. |t|ăδT
`
π rFT σpυq˘, ΞT ;tνpυ, ζq“0. (5.22)
Suppose T “pt,mq and t is not basic so that
dim ĂMT ,f pCqφ ` rk rFT σ ă dim ĂMT ,f pCqφ ` rk rFT σ “ rkObsφT .
Thus, the bundle map
rFT σ ÝÑ ObsφT , υ ÝÑ DφT ρσT pυq`νT `π rFT pυq˘,
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has no zeros over ĂMT ,f pCqφ for a generic choice of ν P Aφg,lpJq. By (5.22) and the proof of [23,
Lemma 3.2], for every precompact open subset rKĂĂMT ,f pCqφ there thus exist δνp rKq PR` and an
open neighborhood Ωνp rKq of rK in ΩδT ,ǫT such that ΞT ;tν does not vanish on Ωνp rKq. By Lemma 5.2
and (5.12),
Uνp rKq ” Xg,f pX,Bqφ X ˆΦT `Ωνp rKq˘ˆ lź
i“1
Yi
˙
is an open neighborhood of K “ ιT ;f p rKq in Xg,f pX,Bqφ satisfying (3.30) with K replaced by rK.
This establishes the first statement of Proposition 3.1.
From now on we assume that T “pt,mq with t basic. Thus, the domain of each element of ĂMT pXqφ
consists of a smooth genus h curve Σu;0 with smooth positive-genus curvespΣcu;e “ Σcu;e for e P E‚pT q“E0pT q
attached at distinct points. Furthermore, rFT “ rFT and ρσT pυq“ υ. The gluing construction now
consists of only the second, obstructed step.
For each uPĂMT pXqφ, let
Γ0,1´ puq Ă Γ
`
Σ;T ˚Σ0,1u bu˚pTX, Jq
˘
and Γ0,1´ puqφ ” Γ0,1´ puq XΓ0,1puqφ
denote the subspace of harmonic p0, 1q-forms and the subspace of φ-invariant harmonic p0, 1q-forms.
The former is generated by harmonic forms each of which is supported on pΣcu;e for some ePE‚pT q.
The homomorphism (3.26) restricts to an isomorphism
Θu : Γ
0,1
´ puqφ ÝÑ ObsφT
ˇˇ
u
.
For each υ P ∆σC |u, e P E‚pT q, and η P Γ0,1´ puq supported on Σcu;e, we define an element Rυη in
Γ0,1pu‚;υq by
Rυη
ˇˇ
x
“
$’&’%
η˝dxqυ;e, if xPq´1υ pΣcu;e´Σu;epδB¯puqqq;
βδB¯puqp|zepxq|qΠrζυ;epxq˝η˝dxqυ;e, if xPq´1υ pΣu;epδB¯puqqq;
0, if xPΣυ´q´1υ ppΣcu;epδB¯puqqq.
This definition induces an injective homomorphism
Rυ : Γ
0,1
´ puqφ ÝÑ Γ0,1
`
u‚;υ
˘
that satisfies››Rυη››υ,p ď CRpuq}η}, ››ΘυpRυηq ´Θupηq›› ď CRpuq|υ|2}η} @ ηPΓ0,1´ puq (5.23)
for some continuous function CR : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR.
For each υP∆σC , let
Γ0,1´
`
u‚;υ
˘φ “  Rυη : ηPΓ0,1´ puqφ( and Γ0,1` `u‚;υ˘φ “  ηPΓ0,1`u‚;υ˘ : Θυpηq“0(.
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By (5.23),
Γ0,1
`
u‚;υ
˘ “ Γ0,1´ `u‚;υ˘φ ‘ Γ0,1` `u‚;υ˘φ (5.24)
for all υ sufficiently small; by shrinking ∆σC , we can assume that (5.24) holds for all υ P ∆σC .
Denote by
π
0,1
υ;` : Γ
0,1
`
u‚;υ
˘ ÝÑ Γ0,1` `u‚;υ˘φ
the projection to the second component in the decomposition (5.24). By (5.17) and (5.23), there
exists a continuous function C` : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR` such that››π0,1υ;`η››υ,p ď C``π rFT σpυq˘}η}υ,p @ ηPΓ0,1`u‚;υ˘ . (5.25)
By (5.11), (5.19), (5.23), and (5.25), there exists a continuous function such that rC1 : rUφT ,f pCqÝÑR`
such thatrC1`π rFT pυq˘´1}ζ}υ,p,1 ď ››π0,1υ;`Dφu‚;υζ››υ,p ď rC1`π rFT pυq˘}ζ}υ,p,1 @ ζ PΓ`pυqφ (5.26)
for all υ sufficiently small; by shrinking ∆σC , we can assume that (5.26) holds for all υP∆σC .
By (5.13), the identity ΞT ;tνpυ, ζq“0 is equivalent to the system of equations#
π
0,1
υ;`D
φ
u‚;υζ ` π0,1υ;`Nφυ;tpζq “ ´π0,1υ;`B¯Ju‚;υ ´ tπ0,1υ;`νu‚;υ P Γ0,1`
`
u‚;υ
˘φ
,
Θυ
`
ΞT ;tνpυ, ζq
˘ “ 0 P Obsφ
T
ˇˇ
u
.
(5.27)
By (5.26) and index considerations, the homomorphism
π
0,1
υ;`D
φ
u‚;υ : Γ`
`
u‚;υ
˘φ ÝÑ Γ0,1` `u‚;υ˘φ
is an isomorphism; its norm and the norm of its inverse are bounded depending only on π rFT pυq.
In light of (5.10), (5.14), and (5.25), we can thus apply the Contraction Principle to the first
equation in (5.27) provided |υ| and |t| are sufficiently small (depending on π rFT pυq). More precisely,
for every precompact open subset rKĂ rUφ
T ,f pCq there exist δνp rKq, ǫνp rKq, Cp rKqPR` such that
δνp rKq ă infrK δT , ǫνp rKq ă infrK ǫT , 2CT δνp rKq ă ǫνp rKq ,
and for all tPR and υP rFT | rK with |t|, |υ|ăδνp rKq the first equation in (5.27) has a unique solution
ζtνpυqPΓ`pu‚;υqφ with }ζtνpυq}υ,p,1ăǫνp rKq and this solution satisfies››ζtνpυq››υ,p,1 ă Cp rKq`|υ|`|t|˘. (5.28)
If rK is preserved by the ĄAut˚pT q-action, then the function υÝÑζtνpυq is ĄAut˚pT q-equivariant.
The maps
rγT ;tν : rFT σδνp rKq ˇˇ rK ÝÑ Xg,lpX,Bqφ, υ ÝÑ “υpζtνpυqq‰ ” “ expu‚;υζtνpυq, `z`i pυq, z´i pυq˘li“1‰,
with |t|ăδνp rKq are the analogues of [24, (3.16)] in the present situation. LetĂMptqg,lp rKqφ Ă Xg,lpX,Bqφ
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denote the image of rγT ;tν . Since the evaluation map
ev : MT pXqφ ÝÑ X l
is transverse to the pseudocycles f along MT ;f pCqφ, the maps rγT ;tν can be adjusted for the con-
straints as in the proof of [24, Lemma 3.28]; this adjustment is summarized below.
We denote by
πĂNµ : rN µ ÝÑMT ;f pCqφ
the normal bundle of MT ;f pCqφ in MT pXqφ. Fix an ĄAut˚pT q-equivariant identificationrφµ
T
: rN µ ÝÑĂMT pXqφ
between neighborhoods ofMT ;f pCqφ in rN µ and inMT pXqφ restricting to the identity overMT ;f pCqφ
and identificationsrΦµ
T
: π˚rFT σ rN µ“π˚ĂNµ rFT σ ÝÑ rFT σ and ΠµT : π˚ĂNµObsφT ÝÑ ObsφT
of vector bundles lifting rφµ
T
, restricting to the identity over MT ;f pCqφ, and respecting the splittings.
Let KĂMT ;f pCqφ be an open subset such that ι´1T ,f pKqĂ rK is precompact. By Lemma 5.2, (5.12),
(5.28), and the proof of [24, Lemma 3.28], there exist a neighborhood UνpKq of K in Xg,f pX,Bqφ,
δνpKq, CνpKqPR`, and a unique section
rϕµtν P Γ` rFT φδνpKq ˇˇι´1T ,f pKq; rπ˚rFT φ rN µ˘
such that ››rϕµtνpυq›› ă CνpKq`|υ|`|t|˘ (5.29)
and the map
ΦT ;tν”rγT ;tν˝rΦµT ˝ rϕµtν : rFT σδνpKq|ι´1T ,f pKq ÝÑĂMptqg,lp rKqφ X UνpKq
is an ĄAut˚pT q-invariant covering of degree |ĄAut˚pT q|. By (5.28) and (5.29), ΦT ;tν satisfies the first
condition in (3.32).
We define the section in (3.31) by
ΨT ;tνpυq “
 
Πµ
T
|rϕµtνpυq(´1´ΘrΦµT prϕµtνpυqq`ΞT ;tν`rΦµT prϕµtνpυqq, ζtν`rΦµT prϕµtνpυqq˘˘˘¯.
By (5.21), (5.28), and (5.29), ΨT ;tνpυq satisfies (3.33) with εT ;tν satisfying the second condition
in (3.32). By (5.12), (5.27), and the last sentence of the previous paragraph, (3.34) is satisfied as
well. If ν is generic, then
M˚g,f pX,B;J, tνqφ “Mg,f pX,B;J, tνqφ .
The last statement of Proposition 3.1 is obtained as in the proof of [24, Corollary 3.26]. The
crucial point in both cases is that the signs of the elements of Ψ´1T ;tνp0q are determined from the
orientation of the deformation-obstruction complex over each stratum associated with the moduli
space Mg,lpX,B;Jqφ.
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6 Computations and applications
In this section, we determine the genus g degree d“ 1, 3, 4 real GW- and enumerative invariants
of pP3, τ4q with d conjugate pairs of point insertion; the latter is readily obtained from the former
via (1.7). By [9, Theorem 1.6] and (1.6), the genus g degree d real GW- and enumerative invariants
vanish whenever d´g P 2Z. Examples 6.2-6.4 apply [9, Theorem 4.6] to compute the genus g
degree d“ 1, 3, 4 real GW-invariants with d´g R 2Z by equivariant localization with the standard
pC˚q2-action on pP3, τ4q. In [16], these computations are carried out for d“5, 6, 7, 8. The degree 2
GW- and enumerative invariants vanish because there are no conics passing through two generic
conjugate pairs of points in P3; the vanishing of the GW-invariants in this case is shown by
equivariant localization in [9, Example 4.10]. The results of these computations are summarized in
Table 2. We conclude by combining Theorem 1.1 with Castelnuovo bounds to obtain conclusions
about one- and two-partition Hodge integrals.
6.1 Preliminaries
Let g, kPZě0 with 2g`kě3. We denote by
E ÝÑMg,k
the Hodge vector bundle of harmonic differentials over the Deligne-Mumford moduli space of (com-
plex) genus g curves with k marked points. For each i“1, . . . , k, let
ψi P H2
`
Mg,k
˘
be the first Chern class of the universal cotangent line bundle at the i-th marked point. For a
formal variable u, we define
Λpuq “
gÿ
r“0
crpE˚qug´r P H˚
`
Mg,k
˘“
u
‰
.
This is the equivariant Euler class of E˚ tensored with the trivial line bundle with the equivariant
first Chern class equal to u.
For formal variables u1, u2, and u3, define
I1;0pu1, u2, u3q “ 1, I1;gpu1, u2, u3q “
ż
Mg,1
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q
u1pu1´ψ1q @ gPZ
`,
I2;0pu1, u2, u3q “ pu1`u2qu3
u1u2
, I2;gpu1, u2, u3q “ pu1`u2q
2u3
u1u2
ż
Mg,2
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q
pu1´ψ1qpu2´ψ2q @ gPZ
`.
These integrals are known in the literature as one- and two-partition Hodge integrals. We note that
I1;gpu1, u2, u3q “ I1;gpu1, u3, u2q, I2;gpu1, u2, u3q “ I2;gpu2, u1, u3q, (6.1)
I1;gpu1, u2, u3q “ I1;gp´u1,´u2,´u3q, I2;gpu1, u2, u3q “ I2;gp´u1,´u2,´u3q (6.2)
for all gPZě0.
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Lemma 6.1. For g, kPZě0,ż
Mg,k
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q
u1pu1´ψ1q “
`
u´11
˘k´1
I1;gpu1, u2, u3q if 2g`kě3, kě1,
pu1`u2q2u3
u1u2
ż
Mg,k
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q
pu1´ψ1qpu2´ψ2q “
`
u´11 `u´12
˘k´2
I2;gpu1, u2, u3q if 2g`kě3, kě2.
Proof. For pg, kq “ p0, 3q, both identities follow from the moduli space M0,3 being a single point.
In the remaining cases, they are consequences of the dilaton relation as shown below. If kě2 and
2g`kě4,ż
Mg,k
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q
u1pu1´ψ1q “
8ÿ
s“0
ż
Mg,k
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q ψ
s
1
us`21
“
8ÿ
s“1
ż
Mg,k´1
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3qψ
s´1
1
us`21
“
8ÿ
s“0
ż
Mg,k´1
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3qu
´1
1 ψ
s
1
us`21
“ u´11
ż
Mg,k´1
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q
u1pu1´ψ1q .
If kě3 and 2g`kě4,ż
Mg,k
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q
pu1´ψ1qpu2´ψ2q “
ÿ
s1,s2ě0
ż
Mg,k
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q ψ
s1
1 ψ
s2
1
us1`11 u
s2`1
2
“
ÿ
s1,s2ě0
ż
Mg,k´1
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3qpu
´1
1 `u´12 qψs11 ψs21
us1`11 u
s2`1
2
“ `u´11 `u´12 ż˘
Mg,k´1
Λpu1qΛpu2qΛpu3q
pu1´ψ1qpu2´ψ2q .
Both of the claimed identities now follow by induction from the base cases.
In the next three examples, we denote by H PH2pP3;Qq the usual hyperplane class and use the
standard pC˚q2-action on pP3, τ4q. The fixed points of this action are
P1 “ r1, 0, 0, 0s, P2 “ r0, 1, 0, 0s, P3 “ r0, 0, 1, 0s, P4 “ r0, 0, 0, 1s;
they satisfy P1“τ4pP2q and P3“τ4pP4q. Define
τ4 :
 
1, 2, 3, 4
( ÝÑ  1, 2, 3, 4( by Pτ4piq “ τ4pPiq .
We denote by
α1 “ ´α2 and α3 “ ´α4
the weights of the standard pC˚q2-action and by
x, e
`
TP3
˘
, c
`
TP3
˘ P H˚T2pP3;Qq
the equivariant hyperplane class and the equivariant Euler and Chern classes of TP3. Thus,
x|Pi “ αi, c
`
TP3
˘ˇˇ
Pi
“
ź
j‰i
`
1`x´αj
˘ @ i“1, 2, 3, 4. (6.3)
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For iPZ, let
xiy “
#
1, if iR2Z;
3, if iP2Z.
The genus g degree d real GW-invariant of pP3, τ4q with d pairs of conjugate point constraints is
given by
GWP
3,τ4
g,d
`
H3, . . . ,H3looooomooooon
d
˘ “ ż
rMg,dpP3,dq
τ4 svir
dź
i“1
eˆv ˚i
ź
j‰xiy
px´αj q˙ . (6.4)
By [9, Theorem 4.6], this integral is the sum over contributions CntrΓ,σp3dq from the pC˚q2-fixed
loci ZΓ,σ corresponding to the elements pΓ, σq of the collection Ag,dp4, dq of admissible pairs; these
are reviewed below.
Each element pΓ, σq of Ag,dp4, dq consists of a genus g S-marked r4s-labeled decorated graph Γ with
S as in (3.17) for l“ d and an involution σ on Γ. The former consists of an S-marked decorated
graph T as in (3.1) and additional functions
ϑ : Ver ÝÑ  1, 2, 3, 4( and d : EdgÝÑZ`
such that ϑpv1q‰ϑpv2q for every edge e“tv1, v2u and the values of d add up to d. The bijection σ
is an involution on T as in (3.4) such that ϑ˝σ“τ4˝ϑ and d˝σ“d. The first condition implies that
VσRpΓq“H. A pair pΓ, σq is admissible if dpeqR2Z for every ePEσRpΓq. Since evi|ZΓ,σ is the constant
map with value Pϑpmpiqq, (6.3) implies that
ev ˚i
ź
j‰xiy
`
x´αj
˘ “ ź
j‰xiy
`
αϑpmpi`qq´αj
˘ “ #epTPxiyP3q, if ϑpmpi`qq“xiy;
0, if ϑpmpi`qq‰xiy; (6.5)
for each i“1, . . . , d.
For each edge e“tv1, v2u, let
ψe;v1 “
αv2´αv1
dpeq .
For each vPVer, let
Sv “ EvpΓq \m´1pvq
be the disjoint union of the edges leaving v and the marked points carried by v. If in addition
valvpΓqě3 and ePEvpΓq, let
ψv;e P H2
`
Mgpvq,Sv
˘
denote the first Chern class of the universal cotangent line bundle associated with the marked point
indexed by e.
If ϑpmpi`qq “ xiy and valvpΓq ě 3, the contribution of the vertex v to CntrΓ,σp3dq is given by [9,
(4.18)] as
p´1qsvCntrΓ,σ;vp3dq “ ´p´1qgpvq`|EvpΓq|e
`
TPϑpvqP
3 |˘Sv|´1
ż
Mgpvq,Sv
epE˚bTPϑpvqP3qś
ePEvpΓq
ψe;vpψe;v`ψv;eq . (6.6)
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By the second statement in (6.3),
e
`
E˚bTPϑpvqP3
˘ “ ź
j‰ϑpvq
Λ
`
αϑpvq´αj
˘
. (6.7)
If ϑpmpi`qq“xiy and valvpΓqPt1, 2u, the contribution of the vertex v to CntrΓ,σp3dq is given by [9,
(4.19)] as
p´1qsvCntrΓ,σ;vp3dq “ p´1q|m´1pvq|e
`
TPϑpvqP
3
˘|Sv|´1
ˆ
ˆ ź
ePEvpΓq
ψe;v
˙´ 1ˆ ÿ
ePEvpΓq
ψe;v˙
3´|Sv|´|EvpΓq|
.
(6.8)
If ϑpmpi`qq‰xiy, then p´1qsvCntrΓ,σ;vp3dq“0 by the second case of (6.5).
If ePEσCpT q, the contribution of the edge e to CntrΓ,σp3dq is given by [9, (4.22)] as
CntrΓ,σ;e “ p´1q
dpeq
dpeq pdpeq!q2
1´
αϑpv1q´αϑpv2q
dpeq
2¯dpeq´2ś
j‰ϑpv1q,ϑpv2q
dpeqś
r“0
p´dpeq´rqαϑpv1q`rαϑpv2q
dpeq ´αj¯
.
(6.9)
If ePEσRpΓq, the contribution of the edge e to CntrΓ,σp3dq is given by [9, (4.23)] as
CntrΓ,σ;e “ p´1q
dpeq´1
2
dpeqdpeq!
1
2´
αϑpv1q
dpeq
d¯peq´1ś
j‰ϑpv1q,ϑpv2q
pdpeq´1q{2ś
r“0
´
pdpeq´2rqαϑpv1q
dpeq ´αj
¯ . (6.10)
The description of the contribution CntrΓ,σp3dq of ZΓ,σ to (6.4) in [9, Theorem 4.6] involves picking
any subsets
Vσ`pΓq Ă Ver and Eσ`pΓqĂEσCpΓq s.t.
Ver “ Vσ`pΓq \ σ
`
Vσ`pΓq
˘
and Edg “ EσRpΓq \ Eσ`pΓq \ σ
`
Eσ`pΓq
˘
.
By [9, (4.26)],
CntrΓ,σp3dq “ 1|AutpΓ, σq|
ź
vPVσ`pΓq
p´1qsvCntrΓ,σ;vp3dq
ź
ePEσ
R
pΓq\Eσ`pΓq
CntrΓ,σ;e . (6.11)
We will call an element pΓ, σq of Ag,dp4, dq contributing if ϑpmpi`qq“xiy for every i“1, . . . , d. By
[9, Theorem 4.6], the number (6.4) is the sum of the rational fractions (6.11) over the contributing
elements of Ag,dp4, dq.
6.2 Low-degree real GW-invariants
We next apply the above setup to evaluate the integral in (6.4) for d“1, 3, 4 and gPZě0 such that
d´gR2Z.
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Example 6.2 (d “ 1). We compute the genus g degree 1 real GW-invariant of pP3, τ4q with
1 conjugate pair of point constraints for every gP2Zě0. This invariant is given by (6.4) with d“1.
If pΓ, σq is an element of Ag,1p4, 1q, then Γ consists of a single edge e“tv1, v2u with
e P EσR, dpeq “ 1, gpv1q “ gpv2q “
g
2
, mp1`q “ 1, mp1´q “ 2 .
If pΓ, σq is a contributing pair, then
ϑpv1q “ 1, ϑpv2q “ 2, ψe;v1 “ ´2αi, CntrΓ,σ;e “
1
α21´α23
,
p´1qsv1CntrΓ,σ;v1p31q “ α21´α23 if g“0 ;
the last two statements follow from (6.10) and (6.8). If g“2g1ą0, then (6.6), (6.7), and the first
statement of Lemma 6.1 give
p´1qsv1CntrΓ,σ;v1p31q “ p´1qg
1
2α1
`
α21´α23
˘ ż
Mg1,2
Λp2α1qΛpα1´α3qΛpα1`α3q
2α1p2α1´ψ1q
“ p´1qg1`α21´α23˘I1;g1`2α1, α1´α3, α1`α3˘.
Combining the last three equations with (6.11), we obtain
GWP
3,τ4
g,1
`
H3
˘ “ p´1qg{2I1;g{2`2α1, α1´α3, α1`α3˘ @ gP2Zě0 . (6.12)
In particular, we obtain the numbers GWφ0,d, GW
φ
2,d, and GW
φ
4,d listed in the d “ 1 column of
Table 2.
Example 6.3 (d “ 3). Let g P 2Zě0. The genus g degree 3 real GW-invariant of pP3, τ4q with
3 conjugate pairs of point constraints is given by (6.4) with d “ 3. If pΓ, σq P Ag,3p4, 3q is a
contributing pair, then
ϑ
`
mp1`q˘, ϑ`mp3`q˘ “ 1, ϑ`mp1´q˘, ϑ`mp3´q˘ “ 2, ϑ`mp2`q˘ “ 3, ϑ`mp2´q˘ “ 4. (6.13)
There are 4 types of admissible pairs satisfying (6.13); see Figure 2. The number next to each
vertex v in this figure, i.e. 1,2,3, or 4, is ϑpvq, the number next to each edge is dpeq, and the arrows
indicate the involutions. The labels g1 and g2 next to the top vertices are the values of g on these
vertices. Since the values of g are preserved by the involution, g1`g2“g{2. We can take Vσ`pΓq to
consist of the two top vertices and Eσ`pΓq of the top edge e1. We denote by v1 the left top vertex,
by v2 the right top vertex, and by e2 the vertical edge. In the case of the first diagram in Figure 2,
(6.6)-(6.10) and Lemma 6.1 give
CntrΓ1,σ1;e1 “
´1
4α1α3pα1`α3q2 , CntrΓ1,σ1;e2 “
1
α21´α23
,
p´1qsv1CntrΓ1,σ1;v1p33q “ ´p´1qg12α1
`
α21´α23
˘`
α1`α3
˘
I2;g1` α1´α3, 2α1, α1`α3
˘
,
p´1qsv2CntrΓ1,σ1;v2p33q “ p´1qg22α3
`
α3`α1
˘
I1;g2` α3´α1, 2α3, α3`α1
˘
.
By (6.11), the contributions of the first two diagrams to (6.4) with d“3 are thus
CntrΓ1,σ1p33q “ p´1qg{2I2;g1` α1´α3, 2α1, α1`α3
˘
I1;g2` α3´α1, 2α3, α1`α3
˘
,
CntrΓ2,σ2p33q “ p´1qg{2I2;g1` α1`α3, 2α1, α1´α3
˘
I1;g2` α1`α3, 2α3, α3´α1
˘
;
(6.14)
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1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 13 4 3 4
4 3 4 32 2 2 2
1´ 1´ 1´ 1´
3´ 3´ 3´ 3´
3` 3` 3` 3`
1` 1` 1` 1`2
` 2´ 2` 2´
2´ 2` 2´ 2`
g1 g1 g1 g1g2 g2 g2 g2
Figure 2: Admissible pairs potentially contributing to (6.4) with d“3
the second expression is obtained from the first by replacing α3 by ´α3 (which corresponds to
interchanging 3 and 4) and using the second identity in (6.2). In the case of the third diagram in
Figure 2, (6.6)-(6.10) and Lemma 6.1 give
CntrΓ3,σ3;e1 “
´1
4α1α3pα1`α3q2 , CntrΓ3,σ3;e2 “
1
α23´α21
,
p´1qsv1CntrΓ3,σ3;v1p33q “ p´1qg14α21
`
α1`α3
˘2
I1;g1` α1´α3, 2α1, α1`α3
˘
,
p´1qsv2CntrΓ3,σ3;v2p33q “ ´p´1qg2
2α3pα23´α21q
3α3´α1 I2;g2` α3´α1, 2α3, α3`α1
˘
.
By (6.11), the contributions of the last two diagrams to (6.4) with d“3 are thus
CntrΓ3,σ3p33q “
p´1qg{22α1
3α3´α1 I1;g1` α1´α3, 2α1, α1`α3
˘
I2;g2` α3´α1, 2α3, α1`α3
˘
,
CntrΓ4,σ4p33q “
´p´1qg{22α1
3α3`α1 I1;g1` α1`α3, 2α1, α1´α3
˘
I2;g2` α1`α3, 2α3, α3´α1
˘
.
(6.15)
The genus g degree 3 real GW-invariant of pP3, τ4q with 3 conjugate pairs of point constraints is the
sum of the four fractions in (6.14) and (6.15) over all g1, g2 PZě0 with g1`g2“g{2. In particular,
we obtain the numbers GWφ0,d, GW
φ
2,d, and GW
φ
4,d listed in the d“3 column of Table 2.
Example 6.4 (d “ 4). Let g P Z`´ 2Z. The genus g degree 4 real GW-invariant of pP3, τ4q
with 3 conjugate pairs of point constraints is given by (6.4) with d“ 4. If pΓ, σq PAg,4p4, 4q is a
contributing pair, then
ϑ
`
mp1`q˘, ϑ`mp3`q˘ “ 1, ϑ`mp2`q˘, ϑ`mp4`q˘ “ 3. (6.16)
There are 11 types of admissible pairs satisfying (6.13): the first diagram of Figure 3, with the
4 possible ways of labeling the vertices and the 2 possible involutions on the loop of edges, and the
1 1 11 1 11 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 13 3 4 3
4 4 3 22 2 2 4
1´ 1´ 1´ 2´
3´ 3´ 3´ 4´
3` 3` 3` 3`
1` 1` 1` 1`2
` 2` 2´ 2`
4` 4` 4´ 4`
4´ 4´ 4` 3´
2´ 2´ 2` 1´
g1 g1 g1 g1g2 g2 g2 g2
or
Figure 3: Admissible pairs potentially contributing to (6.4) with d“4
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remaining 3 diagrams in this figure. All 8 versions of the first diagram in Figure 3 have the same
automorphism group Z2 and all edges of degree 1; their contributions thus cancel in pairs by [9,
Corollary 4.8]. For each of the remaining diagrams, we denote the top left and right vertices by v1
and v2, respectively, and the top, left, and right edges by e1, e2, and e3, respectively. We take
Vσ`pΓq“tv1, v2u in all three cases, Eσ`pΓq“te1u for the middle two diagrams, and Eσ`pΓq“te1, e2u
for the last diagram. In the case of the second diagram in Figure 3, (6.9), (6.10), (6.6), (6.7), and
Lemma 6.1 give
CntrΓ2,σ2;e1 “
´1
4α1α3pα1`α3q2 , CntrΓ2,σ2;e2 “
1
α21´α23
, CntrΓ2,σ2;e3 “
1
α23´α21
,
p´1qsv1CntrΓ2,σ2;v1p34q “ ´p´1qg12α1
`
α21´α23
˘`
α1`α3
˘
I2;g1` α1´α3, 2α1, α1`α3
˘
,
p´1qsv2CntrΓ2,σ2;v2p34q “ ´p´1qg22α3
`
α23´α21
˘`
α3`α1
˘
I2;g2` α3´α1, 2α3, α3`α1
˘
.
By (6.11), the contributions of the middle two diagrams to (6.4) with d“4 are thus
CntrΓ2,σ2p34q “ ´p´1qpg´1q{2I2;g1` α1´α3, 2α1, α1`α3
˘
I2;g2` α3´α1, 2α3, α1`α3
˘
,
CntrΓ3,σ3p34q “ ´p´1qpg´1q{2I2;g1` α1`α3, 2α1, α1´α3
˘
I2;g2` α1`α3, 2α3, α3´α1
˘
;
(6.17)
the second expression is obtained from the first by replacing α3 by ´α3 and using the second
identity in (6.2). In the case of the last diagram in Figure 3, (6.9), (6.6), (6.7), and Lemma 6.1
give
CntrΓ4,σ4;e1 “
´1
4α1α3pα1`α3q2 , CntrΓ4,σ4;e2 “
1
4α1α3pα1´α3q2 ,
p´1qsv1CntrΓ4,σ4;v1p34q “ ´p´1qg14α21
`
α21´α23
˘
I2;g1
`
α1´α3, α1`α3, 2α1
˘
,
p´1qsv2CntrΓ4,σ4;v2p34q “ ´p´1qg24α23
`
α23´α21
˘
I2;g2
`
α3´α1, α3`α1, 2α3
˘
.
By (6.11), the contribution of the last diagram to (6.4) with d“4 is thus
CntrΓ4,σ4p34q “ p´1qpg´1q{2I2;g1` α1´α3, α1`α3, 2α1
˘
I2;g2` α3´α1, α1`α3, 2α3
˘
. (6.18)
The genus g degree 4 real GW-invariant of pP3, τ4q with 4 conjugate pairs of point constraints is
the sum of the three expressions in (6.17) and (6.18) over all g1, g2 PZě0 with g1`g2“pg´1q{2. In
particular, we obtain the numbers GWφ1,d, GW
φ
3,d, and GW
φ
5,d listed in the d“4 column of Table 2.
6.3 Implications for Hodge integrals
We put the Hodge integrals I1;g and I2;g into the generating functions
F1pu1, u2, u3; tq “
8ÿ
g“0
I1;gpu1, u2, u3qt2g, F2pu1, u2, u3; tq “
8ÿ
g“0
I2;gpu1, u2, u3qt2g .
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Proposition 6.5. With notation as above,
F1px`y, x, y; tq “ sinpt{2q
t{2 , (6.19)
x`y
2x´yF1px, x`y, y; tqF2px, x´y,´y; tq ` x`y2y´xF1py, x`y, x; tqF2p´y, x´y, x; tq
´ F1px, x´y,´y; tqF2px, x`y, y; tq ´ F1p´y, x´y, x; tqF2py, x`y, x; tq “
ˆ
sinpt{2q
t{2
5˙
,
(6.20)
F2px`y, x, y; tqF2px´y, x,´y; tq ` F2px`y, y, x; tqF2px´y,´y, x; tq
´ F2px, y, x`y; tqF2px,´y, x´y; tq “
ˆ
sinpt{2q
t{2
8˙
.
(6.21)
Proof. By the n“1 case of [3, Examples 6.3] or the g“0 case of Example 6.2,
EP
3,τ4
0,1 pH3q “ GWP
3,τ4
0,1 pH3q “ 1.
Since every degree 1 curve in P3 is of genus 0, EP
3,τ4
g,1 pH3q “ 0 for every g PZ`. Along with (1.6)
and (1.5), these two observations give
8ÿ
g“0
p´1qgGWP3,τ42g,1 pH3qt2g “
8ÿ
g“0
rCP30,ℓpgqpitq2g “ ˆsinpt{2qt{2 0˙´1`4{2 .
Combining this statement with (6.12) and setting x“α1`α3 and y“α1´α3, we obtain (6.19).
By the n“1 case of [3, Examples 6.4] or the g“0 case of Example 6.3,
EP
3,τ4
0,3 pH3,H3,H3q “ GWP
3,τ4
0,3 pH3,H3,H3q “ ´1.
By [9, Example 4.11] or the g“1 case of Example 6.4,
EP
3,τ4
1,4 pH3,H3,H3,H3q “ GWP
3,τ4
1,4 pH3,H3,H3,H3q “ ´1.
By the Castelnuovo bound, every degree 3, 4 curve of genus 2 or higher lies in a P2 and so
EP
3,τ4
2g,3 pH3,H3,H3q,EP
3,τ4
2g`1,4pH3,H3,H3,H3q “ 0 @ gPZ`.
Along with (1.6) and (1.5), these three observations give
8ÿ
g“0
p´1qgGWP3,τ42g,3 pH3,H3,H3qt2g “ ´
8ÿ
g“0
rCP30,3ℓpgqpitq2g “ ´ˆsinpt{2qt{2 0˙´1`12{2 ,
8ÿ
g“0
p´1qgGWP3,τ41`2g,4pH3,H3,H3,H3qt2g “ ´
8ÿ
g“0
rCP31,4ℓpgqpitq2g “ ´ˆsinpt{2qt{2 1˙´1`16{2 .
Combining these two statements with the conclusions of Examples 6.3 and 6.4 and setting x“α1` α3
and y“α1´α3, we obtain (6.20) and (6.21).
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The strategy in the proof of Proposition 6.5 can be applied with complex GW-invariants using [28,
Theorem 1.5]. The d“1 case would then give
F1pu, x, y; tqF1pu, u´x, u´y; tq “
ˆ
sinpt{2q
t{2
2˙
. (6.22)
The u“x`y case of this identity recovers (6.19).
It is straightforward to see that
F1
`
u1, u2, u3; t
˘ “ F1`1, u2{u1, u3{u1; t˘, F2`u1, u2, u3; t˘ “ F2`u1{u3, u2{u3, 1; t˘
By Mumford’s relation [15, (5.3)],
F1p´x, x,´2x; tq “ 1`
8ÿ
g“1
p´1qgt2g
ż
Mg,1
Λp´2q
p´1qp´1´ψ1q “ 1`
8ÿ
g“1
gÿ
i“0
p´2qi
ż
Mg,1
ψ
2g´2`i
i λg´i .
Thus, the y“´2x case of (6.19) is equivalent to the k“´2 case of [2, Theorem 2].
The coefficients of F1p1, x, y; tq are rational symmetric functions in x, y. Thus, F1p1, x, y; tq is a
function of x`y, xy, and t. However, it does not appear to depend on xy.
Conjecture 6.6. The function F1“F1pu1, u2, u3; tq depends only on u1, u2`u3, and t.
If this is the case, (6.22) would imply that
F1pu1, u2, u3; tq “ sinpt{2q
t{2 exp
´
f1
`pu2`u3q{u1´1; t˘¯
for some f1PQpzqrrt2ss such that f1p´z; tq“´f1pz; tq.
The coefficients of F2px, y, 1; tq are rational symmetric functions in x, y. However, they appear to
depend on x`y and xy and not just up to a fixed uniform scaling factor. On the other hand, the
next statement appears plausible.
Conjecture 6.7. With notation as above,
F2px, y, x`y; tqF2px,´y, x´y; tq “ ´
ˆ
sinpt{2q
t{2
8˙ px2´y2q2
x2y2
. (6.23)
Along with (6.21), (6.23) would imply that
F2px`y, x, y; tqF2px´y, x,´y; tq ` F2px`y, y, x; tqF2px´y,´y, x; tq
“ ´
ˆ
sinpt{2q
t{2
8˙
x4´3x2y2`y4
x2y2
.
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